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FOREWORD

One of the greatest challenges of our time is the conservation, restoration, and sustainable use of biodiversity to reinforce its resistance and resilience to global change pressures. Furthermore, such actions will ensure that biodiversity will keep providing the necessary basis for human well-being and equity, economic growth and jobs. Although human societies and activities depend on biodiversity and the many ecosystem services it delivers, attempts to balance the use of nature against its capacity to face global change and deliver ecosystem services, both now and in the future, have largely failed over the past few decades. In complement to approaches already applied, new paths must be explored and promoted to reinforce the synergies between biodiversity, human societies and economies. Europe has to meet this challenge, fully recognizing that biodiversity is both a natural heritage to be conserved for future generations and a fundamental asset that provides the basis for transitioning towards a sustainable social and economic system, both in Europe and globally. In this context, the priority for research is not only to quantify and understand the status and trends of biodiversity and ecosystem service delivery and act as a warning device; but also to propose solutions for overcoming these.

Against this backdrop, Nature-based Solutions can support European efforts by offering a holistic approach to address major challenges such as climate and water regulation, and urbanization, while at the same time promoting the sustainable management of ecosystems. By turning biodiversity into a source for green growth and sustainable development, Nature-based Solutions can help transform environmental and societal challenges into innovation opportunities and can support the simultaneous achievement of environmental, societal and economic policy objectives. However, more research is needed to investigate the relationship between biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions, and explore methods for developing, deploying and monitoring Nature-based Solutions. A greater understanding of how to effectively assess potential benefits of the implemented solutions, and evaluate their possible drawbacks is also needed.

The challenge for research programmers and funders is therefore to promote ‘research supporting solutions’ in complement to ‘research raising the alarm’. This requires deep changes in the way we perform research, with reinforced relationships between scientists and research stakeholders, deeper collaborations between disciplines, enhanced international collaborations, and better policy relevance of research. Profound changes in the way research programmers and funders design, implement and evaluate their research programmes, and increased support for cross-sectoral and cross-border research, are also vital.

The adoption of its strategic research and innovation agenda (SRIA) is an important step forward for BiodivERsA. The objectives of the SRIA are:

» to frame the research domain to be jointly addressed by BiodivERsA members,

» to present the common vision and shared objectives of BiodivERsA members, and

» to identify broad research priorities that will guide BiodivERsA activities over the coming years.

With this strategic research and innovation agenda, BiodivERsA partners share a vision of Europe becoming a global leader in conserving, restoring and managing biodiversity, and developing Nature-based Solutions that contribute to its economy, with the support of a solid knowledge basis.

The strategic research and innovation agenda will typically be updated every 4 to 5 years. In complement, a BiodivERsA implementation plan will be established to detail the activities (e.g. joint calls and alignment of national programmes; mobility schemes and young scientist schemes; activities to cover the research and innovation interface; knowledge brokerage and transfer activities to reinforce the impact of the funded research; activities to evaluate achievements...) to take place. An update of the implementation plan is foreseen to take place every two years, or as required.

The strategic research and innovation agenda has been fed by a range of mapping and foresight activities, and has benefited from advice obtained from the BiodivERsA Advisory Board (composed of top scientists and key stakeholders with different
backgrounds), as well as numerous research organisations and stakeholders including policy-makers through an open consultation process. The strategic research and innovation agenda identifies three core themes (CT) and associated knowledge needs, which is completed by three transversal themes (TT), dealing with general issues that are relevant to all the core themes (see figure).

It should be made clear that these themes will not necessarily translate into specific calls for projects or other joint activities, as a given call could correspond to a combination of core and/or transversal themes.

In addition, BiodivERsA recognizes the need to deal with trans-sectoral issues: liaising with other European initiatives (in particular Joint Programming Initiatives, JPIs, covering related challenges) and key international initiatives can help in tackling common challenges, and this strategic research and innovation agenda clearly identifies the need to engage in these types of activities.

BiodivERsA has developed a broad range of activities (Box 1) and has now the stature of a Joint Programming Initiative (JPI)1 and will further generate knowledge and tools to support decision-making and international policies and initiatives such as the EU Biodiversity Strategy to 2020, the green pillar of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), the Aichi targets, the Conference on Biological Diversity (CBD), the United Nations (UN) Sustainable Development Goals, and the Intergovernmental Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem services (IPBES). It will also promote research and innovation related to biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions to support state-of-the-art approaches to conserving, restoring and sustainably managing biodiversity (i.e. both the European natural heritage and natural capital it represents) and promoting innovation and the European leadership for the development and deployment of Nature-based Solutions.

We sincerely thank all the BiodivERsA partners, scientists, research organisations and platforms, policy makers and stakeholders who have contributed to the development of this strategic research and innovation agenda, which is a milestone for the build up of a ‘European Research Area’ on biodiversity, ecosystem services and Nature-based Solutions.

Xavier Le Roux, BiodivERsA Chair & CEO, French Foundation for Research on Biodiversity
Hilde Eggermont, BiodivERsA Vice Chair, Belgium Science Policy Office
Henrik Lange, BiodivERsA Vice Chair, Swedish Ministry of Environment
Jari Niemela, Chair of the BiodivERsA Advisory Board, University of Helsinki
Sylvie Bénard, Vice Chair of the BiodivERsA Advisory Board, LVMH group
Berta Martín-López, Substitute Chair of the BiodivERsA Advisory Board, University of Lüneburg
Chantal van Ham, Substitute Vice Chair of the BiodivERsA Advisory Board, IUCN EU European Regional Office - Brussels

BOX 1: AN OVERVIEW OF BIODIVERSA

BiodivERsA was created in 2005 as an ERA-Net supported by the European Commission. It now brings together 32 partners from 21 European countries, including 6 Outermost Regions and Overseas Countries and Territories (ORs and OCTs), to achieve three main priorities:

1. **Promote cooperation and collaboration among national and local research programmers and funders** and the European Commission towards joint programming and program alignment. The promotion of more effective paths for achieving biodiversity conservation, restoration and sustainable use, and for the development and assessment of Nature-based Solutions are challenges that often cannot be addressed by individual countries. BiodivERsA spurs the coordination of European research around a common vision, shared objectives, and joint activities.

2. **Increase science-society/policy interfacing throughout the whole research process.**

BiodivERsA recognizes the limitations of the linear model of research, and therefore has, since 2005, promoted the stakeholder model of research. Increasing research impact requires an innovative approach to research programming. While always promoting scientific excellence, BiodivERsA has developed novel approaches to encourage and facilitate stakeholder engagement, from research inception to everyday research activities and knowledge brokerage and transfer.

3. **Promote research and innovation for the benefit of society, economy and human well-being, and biodiversity.** The work carried out by BiodivERsA aims to address pressing environmental, societal and economic issues. In particular, it seeks to promote a sustainable future in mainland Europe as well as the ORs and OCTs, through the protection and sustainable use of biodiversity and ecosystem services and the development of Nature-based Solutions.

**BiodivERsA’s main activities and achievements include:**

1. **A regular mapping of the research landscape** by analysing publications, research collaboration networks, funding sources and amounts, research infrastructures, and research priorities for local, national and international organisations. BiodivERsA has also developed an online database which currently references over 8000 funded projects;

2. **Foresight activities** to assess future research needs and trends, and to evaluate the framing of emerging approaches such as Nature-based Solutions;

3. **Research programming,** which has already led BiodivERsA partners to address 7 research topics through joint programming over 2008-2015;

4. **Joint research funding,** through 6 joint calls amounting to approximately 150 Million Euros (over 80 M€ in cash);

5. **Program alignment activities,** a young scientist scheme, and a research-business mobility scheme (currently underway);

6. **Knowledge brokerage and transfer activities,** including science-meets-society and biodiversity@business workshops, and the production of policy briefs for European and national policy makers; and

7. **The implementation of an innovative and effective approach to stakeholder engagement** throughout the whole research process.
1. INTRODUCTION
DEFINITIONS

- **Biodiversity** is defined as “the variability among living organisms from all sources including, inter alia, terrestrial, marine and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological complexes of which they are part; this includes diversity within species, between species and of ecosystems” (United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity 1992): e.g., genetic diversity of crop plants, invertebrate species diversity, functional diversity of fish communities, diversity of natural and managed ecosystems in a landscape.

- **Biodiversity conservation** refers to the protection of biodiversity but also includes biodiversity restoration and the sustainable management and use of biodiversity. Conserving biodiversity means ensuring that the arrays of ecosystems are maintained, and that species, populations, genes, the complex interactions between them and their evolutionary potential, persist into the future.

- **Ecosystem services** are contributions that ecosystems (whether natural or semi-natural) make to human well-being while retaining a clear link to underlying ecosystem functions, processes and structures (OpenNESS, 2014): e.g., flood protection, harvestable products.

- **Ecosystem goods or benefits** are direct and indirect outputs from ecosystems that have been turned into material products or experiences while being no longer functionally connected to the systems from which they were derived (OpenNESS, 2014): e.g., contribution to health and safety.

- **Governance** refers to all processes of governing undertaken by governments, markets or networks, whether over a formal or informal organization or territory, through laws, norms, etc. It relates to the processes of interaction and decision-making among the actors involved in a collective problem that lead to the creation, reinforcement, or reproduction of social norms and institutions (Bevir 2013).

- **Green and blue infrastructures (GBIs)** are defined here as sets of ecosystems of one type, linked into a spatially coherent system through flows of organisms, and interacting with the landscape matrix in which it is embedded, which can be used to conserve and sustain or enhance biodiversity, ecosystem functions, and provide services to human populations (Opdam et al. 2006).

- **Human well-being** is understood as a state of health, happiness and/or prosperity. In a broad understanding, this is living a good life with which one is satisfied. Current well-being has to do with both economic resources and non-economic aspects of peoples’ life (what they do and can do, how they feel, and the natural environment they live in). Whether these levels of well-being can be sustained over time depends on whether stocks of capital that matter for our lives (natural, physical, human, social) are passed on to future generations (Stiglitz et al., 2009).

- **Natural capital** can be defined as the world’s stocks of natural assets which include geology, soil, air, water and all living things. It is from this Natural Capital that humans derive a wide range of services, which make human life possible (World Forum on Natural Capital).

- **Natural heritage** refers to the sum of the elements of biodiversity, including flora and fauna and ecosystem types, which is inherited from past generations, maintained in the present and for future generations.

- **Nature-based Solutions** refer to the sustainable management and use of nature for tackling societal challenges like climate regulation, sustainable urbanization, or sustainable food supply, aiming to simultaneously meet environmental, societal and economic objectives. Inclusion of the idea of a “solution” in the concept explicitly recognizes that people agree that there is a problem that needs to be solved: e.g., greening roofs, streets and walls with species- or ecotype-rich ecosystems to cool down city areas during summer, capture storm water, abate pollution, and increase human well-being while enhancing biodiversity; conservation and restoration of mangrove forests to provide protection from coastal erosion in the face of severe storms while providing fish nurseries to local human populations; forest protection and restoration with multiple species and genotypes to provide wood and clean water, reduced flood risks and support carbon sequestration. Biomimicry and bio-materials do not fit the definition. A framing of the term ‘Nature-based Solutions’ and the way it relates to concepts like ecosystem services, green infrastructures, ecosystem-based approaches and ecological engineering, is provided by Eggermont et al. (2015).

- **Restoration**: the process of assisting the recovery of ecosystems that have been degraded, damaged or destroyed, which is intended to repair ecological damage but also to improve human well-being and health (Society for ecological restoration).

---

7. http://maturaportal.com/about/
A. CONTEXT

Biodiversity and ecosystem services, and the vital benefits they bring to human societies and human well-being (see definitions), underpin economic growth, security, and poverty alleviation—thus fostering equity and social justice—and are our life insurance. They are fundamental topics of enormous importance, which affect a broad range of policy areas. It is increasingly recognised that biodiversity is essential for the delivery of ecosystem services, which are as much an environmental issue as an economic, food-security, energy-security and political one. Accordingly, the importance of these topics appears in the EU Biodiversity Strategy (which recognises the need for filling knowledge gaps and highlights the role that BiodivERsA can play in this regard) as well as in other relevant EU environmental legislations (Common Agricultural Policy, etc.).

The loss of biodiversity and degradation of ecosystems are alarming because biodiversity is a common good that should be preserved for the future generations, and because they jeopardize the sustainable provision of ecosystem services, which is now recognized as a major scientific and societal challenge (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: The current status of the control variables for the 9 main planetary boundaries. The integrity of biodiversity and ecosystems is recognized as one of the 2 boundaries for which pressures from human activities clearly jeopardize the sustainability of the Earth system. From Steffen et al. (2015).

Indigenous species which are part of natural habitats, ecosystems, landscapes, freshwater and marine environments, have inherited genetic properties that have been subjected to natural selection for over thousands of years during varying environmental regimes. In addition, humans have selected plant varieties, animal races and microbial strains to better fulfil human needs. Losing species,

---

populations or genotypes and associated functions and functional traits thus means loss of ecosystem adaptability and resilience. Most likely, this will have huge impacts on human societies, with a welfare loss equivalent to 6-7% of global GDP per year at the horizon 205013. It could also have negative impacts on the labour market because many jobs are directly involved in biodiversity preservation (conservation managers and wardens in natural parks, genetic resource managers, etc.) while many more jobs depend on biodiversity (food and agriculture, fisheries, biotechnologists, tourism operators, pharmaceutical researchers, etc.) or could be created by biodiversity-based innovation14. In this context, the European Commission adopted in 2011 a new strategy to halt the loss of and restore biodiversity and ecosystem services in the EU by 2020, and in 2012 the 7th Environment Action Programme to guide environmental policy was launched too (http://ec.europa.eu/environment/newprg/). It is also promoting Nature-based Solutions as a further source of innovation.

Clearly, it seems necessary to bring and maintain the human demand for resources and services at levels consistent with the biophysical constraints of their supply at the same scale of demand. Still, such an approach could be viewed as largely utilitarian, and difficult to reconcile with non-utilitarian approaches to biodiversity conservation. As clearly exemplified by Mace (2014)15, the framing and purpose for nature conservation have shifted over the past years (Fig. 2). Biodiversity thinking prioritized unmanaged wilderness until the 1960s (i.e. ‘nature for itself’), and mainly focused on top-down control strategies to reverse threat to species and habitats from humans (‘nature despite people’) in the 1970s-80s. The focus was thus much on biodiversity as a natural heritage. It then appeared that the best endeavours of conservation were failing16, but that the amount of goods and benefits that people obtain from nature cannot be ignored. Biodiversity thinking and research thus broadened the perspective from species towards communities and ecosystem services (‘nature for people’) after the 90s, while the concept of ecosystem services was promoted by the work on the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment17. In the recent years, emphasis has moved from a potentially overly utilitarian perspective to a more nuanced one recognizing two-way relationships between people and nature (‘people and nature’). This more balanced perspective, recognizing the need to associate human communities to conservation and management decision-making, has been integrated in the Conceptual Framework of the Intergovernmental Platform for Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES)18 highlighting commonalities between diverse value sets, and seeking to facilitate cross-disciplinary and cross-cultural understanding. It is also embedded in the notion of Nature-based Solutions (see definitions p.10). In this maturity phase, a main objective is to promote sustainable and resilient interactions between human societies and biodiversity, based on a solid knowledge ground built in particular by ecology, resource economics and social sciences.

Importantly, these different views on biodiversity issues coexist today19 (Fig. 2), being promoted by different actors and leading to tensions and conflicts. Identifying potential synergies and minimizing trade-offs between this pluralism of views and motives will be crucial to overcome the current ecological crisis. Similarly, systems integration —holistic approaches to integrating various components of coupled human and natural systems (spatial, but also temporal)— will be critical to understand social, economic and environmental interconnections and to propose sustainable solutions to the most pressing issues. Such approaches are clearly embodied in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development identifying sustainable development goals (SDGs)20.

19. For instance, The Convention on Biological Diversity recognizes the multiple values of biodiversity as recognized in its Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011-2020, and Aichi Biodiversity Targets 1 (Public awareness) and 2 (integrating biodiversity values).
Fig. 2: Views on biodiversity and its relations with humans have strongly evolved over the past 50 years. However, none of the framings has been eclipsed by the emerging ones. This explains the multiple framings in use today, which have different echoes from different stakeholders and different parts of the research community. From Mace et al. (2014)\textsuperscript{21}.

Although systems integration has already led to fundamental discoveries and practical applications, further efforts are needed to incorporate more human and natural components simultaneously, quantify spill over systems and feedbacks, integrate multiple spatial and temporal scales, cross disciplinary barriers, develop new tools, engage stakeholders from diverse backgrounds, and translate findings into policy and practice. Such efforts can help address important knowledge gaps, link seemingly unconnected challenges, and inform policy and management decisions\textsuperscript{22}. In doing so, research on biodiversity, ecosystem services and Nature-based Solutions would have to maintain and reinforce its academic excellence, while also recognising that it is part of the so-called post-normal science\textsuperscript{23}, in which socio-economic stakes are high and decisions are pressing.

**B. HOW CAN BIODIVERSITY HELP TACKLING MAJOR SOCIALE CHALLENGES IN EUROPE, PROMOTING INNOVATION AND A TRANSITION TOWARDS IMPROVED SUSTAINABILITY AND WELL-BEING FOR EUROPEAN SOCIETIES?**

A knowledge-based approach to tackle the pressing issues related to biodiversity requires new thinking and a coordinated effort among several sub-disciplines from biology and ecology, earth sciences, and various social sciences, including economics. Although some biodiversity research domains have already made huge efforts in this direction (e.g. fishery management), this still remains to be done in many others. This requires simultaneous investigation of the links and feedbacks between genetic, taxonomic/phylogenetic, and functional dimensions of biodiversity; as well as their dynamics in a global change context to better preserve this natural heritage for future generation. It also requires a better consideration on costs and benefits of conservation/management actions and the effects of different strategies on the allocation of costs and benefits among stakeholders.

A better understanding of the role of biodiversity for the delivery of ecosystem services and of the resistance/resilience of (social)-ecological systems in a global change world is crucial to achieve this ambitious target (i.e. highlighting the lesser known values of biodiversity supporting human-well being, including health and cultural values). This is also the basis for developing and successfully deploying a range of Nature-based Solutions (Fig. 3) that use nature for tackling societal challenges whilst simultaneously protecting biodiversity and improving sustainable livelihoods. Such solutions bring more, and more diverse, nature and natural features and processes into cities, landscapes and seascapes, through locally adapted, resource-efficient and systemic interventions. They also transform environmental and societal challenges into innovation opportunities by turning natural capital into a source for green growth and sustainable development.

This should create new, high quality jobs, because a good number of generally knowledge intensive jobs will be needed to carry out the research, develop innovative Nature-based Solutions and deploy them, and carry out surveys and policy work associated to Nature-based Solutions deployment. Promoting Nature-based Solutions could also encourage skilled manual workers in sectors like agriculture, forestry and fisheries to name a few, thus securing the sustainability of jobs in these declining sectors while attracting young people. This could contribute to the EU’s poverty reduction, geographical diversification and smart specialisation.

---

Fig. 3: **Schematic representation of the range of Nature-based Solutions approaches that exist.** The different approaches were identified during a BiodivERsA workshop gathering scientists, stakeholders and policy makers. Three main types of Nature-based Solutions are defined, differing in the level of engineering or management applied to biodiversity and ecosystems (X-axis), and in the number of services to be delivered, the number of stakeholder groups targeted (left Y axis), and the likely level of maximization of the delivery of targeted services (right Y axis). Some examples of Nature-based Solutions are located in this schematic representation. From Eggermont et al. (2015).

C. MAIN ISSUES TO BE CONSIDERED BY PROGRAMMERS OF RESEARCH ON BIODIVERSITY, ECOSYSTEM SERVICES AND NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS

The main issues to be considered for programming and funding research on biodiversity, ecosystem services and Nature-based Solutions are at least fourfold:

• In order to be effective and inclusive, **biodiversity research needs to take into account a multitude of criteria and stakeholder perspectives**. In particular, biodiversity issues are often at the cross-roads of numerous political and socio-economic interests, which requires to account for sectors such as environment but also agriculture and fisheries, mining, energy, health etc. and promote a cross-sectoral approach towards the conservation and sustainable management and use of biodiversity;

• **Biodiversity research** relies on disciplinary communities of high excellence which have to be supported because they create indispensable knowledge, but also requires various forms of collaboration (multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary and trans-disciplinary) often implying risks and barriers for scientists;

• Biodiversity research now also includes a novel type of innovation actions based on a **systemic approach to solve problems** and promote a more resource efficient, greener and competitive economy, in particular by providing the knowledge needed for co-designing, co-developing and co-implementing Nature-based Solutions, testing them in real-world conditions through demonstration activities and securing their market uptake;

• Promoting **adequate and rapid knowledge brokerage and transfer from research activities** is increasingly needed in this context to ensure effective uptake for economic development, environment protection and societal benefits. It requires tools and skills to formulate and channel stakeholders’ knowledge and to translate research outputs into societal or market value (i.e. quick translation of new findings into concrete recommendations for environmental policies and for promoting innovation).
Following this philosophy, BiodivERsA promotes relevant knowledge generation and continuous engagement of policy makers and other stakeholders, and allows scientists to act as honest brokers of policy alternatives (sensu Pielke25). A main entry point is that, until now, many human activities have been based on a non-sustainable exploitation of biodiversity, which allows important benefits in particular on the short- and medium-term but jeopardizes the maintenance of benefits over a longer term and for future generations (Fig. 4). Alternative solutions, based on the protection or sustainable management and use of biodiversity already exist (and many more may be developed). However, the synergies between biodiversity and human activities (i.e. the human-nature nexus) have often not been properly explored and exploited, due to legislative, financial and even motivational hurdles. This has hampered innovative application of (and limited our knowledge about) Nature-based Solutions, and has restricted successful deployment of Nature-based Solutions to tackle grand societal challenges. Scientists thus have a key role to play here as honest brokers of policy alternatives by exploring a range of options and analysing their actual costs and benefits over the short, medium and long term (Fig. 4).

---

Biodiversity research has thus to reinforce its links to a range of key stakeholders and policy makers, going beyond the traditional niches. This requires the development of a science-society and a science-policy dialogue during the whole research process, from the co-design of this SRIA to the implementation of joint activities and key actions in order to enhance the relevance and impact of research results. **BiodivERsA will benefit from the experience and practices of European Outermost Regions (ORs) and Overseas Countries and Territories (OCTs)** where biodiversity and sustainable development are strongly interdependent and science-society interactions are tight and diverse, as illustrated by the outcomes of the projects funded by the 2010 ERA-Net NetBiome Joint Call. ORs and OCTs account for a major part of Europe’s total biodiversity, with a particular high rate of endemic species. They host unique ecosystems with specific issues and stakes, but also largely untapped biological resources that could prove strategic for Europe. Although they developed original and innovative approaches with potential added value to reach European Union goals on biodiversity, their integration into the European Research Area (ERA) is still insufficient and ought to be enhanced and improved.

In addition, biodiversity issues cross national borders (e.g., invasive species; migratory species; transboundary fish stocks; valuation of biodiversity and ecosystem services; cross location impacts) and sectors (e.g., links between biodiversity and the Common Agricultural Policy, the Common Fisheries Policy, the EU’s Trade Policy, etc.). Therefore, even if significant R&D investments exist in this area at the European and even more so at local and national levels, resources cannot, as is often the case today, be allocated independently through a fragmented approach and without a European-scale strategy. Moreover, biodiversity issues are not restricted to mainland Europe. Indeed, integrating research to better address biodiversity, ecosystem services and Nature-based Solutions issues within Europe cannot ignore specific issues for overseas territories.
ULTIMATE IMPACT/OUTCOMES (BIODIVERSA CONTRIBUTING TO A TIMEFRAME OF MORE THAN 5 YEARS)

• Better knowledge for understanding, conserving, restoring, managing and using biodiversity and ecosystems in a way that reinforces their resistance and resilience to global change pressures and maximizes the synergies between economy (jobs/growth), society (culture and well-being) and environment in Europe

• Europe is recognized as exemplary for the way it conserves and manages biodiversity and as a global leader for Nature-based Solutions supporting its sustainable economy

GOAL OF BIODIVERSA (INDICATORS OF BIODIVERSA)

• Generate relevant knowledge, pinning to better conserve, versity and to develop and based Solutions tackling improving human well being.

• Increase the coordination and activities between organ- and development of new paths tion and management, and across Europe

• Promote an efficient liaison (including policy), and throughout the whole

• Increase the profile of tion on biodiversity, ecosystem Solutions, including at the

and regions linked to European countries. More generally, biodiversity issues cross national but also European borders, and BiodivERsA will thus have to develop a long term strategy for the internationalisation of part of its activities, in relation with key players. Effective coordination and promotion of transnational research in Europe has to be strategically developed in the wider context of the international research landscape. This includes considering the research needs of a range of biodiversity-related Multi-lateral Agreements like the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), and interacting with key international initiatives (in particular the Belmont Forum, Future Earth and the Intergovernmental Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES)).

In this overall context, the BiodivERsA partners have agreed on a common vision of the main objectives and outcomes of BiodivERsA acting as a major European initiative for joint programming on biodiversity, ecosystem services and Nature-based Solutions (Box 2).
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ROLES OF BIODIVERSA
(GUIDING BIODIVERSA ACTIVITIES)

- Among European countries, among ORs and OCTs, and among mainland and overseas, research programmers and funders properly coordinate their activities, resources and agendas, support capacity building and efficiently develop the ERA on biodiversity, ecosystem services and Nature-based Solutions through ambitious joint activities
- Scientists from relevant disciplines and stakeholders from a range of sectors are mobilized and efficiently collaborate to improve the knowledge basis needed to conserve and manage biodiversity and develop and deploy Nature-based Solutions
2. METHODOLOGY USED FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BIODIVERSA SRIA AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
2. METHODOLOGY USED FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BIODIVERsA SRIA

A. IMPORTANCE OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SRIA IN THE BIODIVERsA ACTIVITIES CYCLE

During the last decade, BiodivERsA has developed a range of complementary activities covering the whole Joint Programming activities cycle (Figure 5).

This document presents the BiodivERsA SRIA that will guide the choice and implementation of the activities of the BiodivERsA members for the next Joint Programming activities cycle. The SRIA should foster the impact of European research and innovation by (i) raising the efficiency of European policies for biodiversity preservation by avoiding the drawbacks of policy silos, (ii) responding to the increased demand for ecosystem services while operating European societies and economy within environmental limits, and (iii) informing the development of Nature-based Solutions to tackle major societal challenges. The SRIA will be updated typically every 4 to 5 years.

Based on this SRIA, a BiodivERsA implementation plan will be elaborated to define priority activities (e.g. joint calls and alignment of national programmes; mobility schemes and young scientist schemes; activities to cover the research and innovation interface; knowledge brokerage and transfer activities to reinforce the impact of the funded research; activities to evaluate achievements; etc.). The implementation plan will be updated as needed - at least every 2 years - as the activities of BiodivERsA advance.

A wide range of stakeholders (see Figure 6) have been mobilised to develop both the SRIA and the implementation plan.
The development of the SRIA is a key activity part of the joint programming cycle, which structures the BiodivERsA approach. The present SRIA has been developed after the 2010-2015 period, which allowed BiodivERsA to develop a first round of activities covering the whole Joint Programming activities cycle. This led to revisiting the grand challenge addressed by BiodivERsA, with updated core and transversal themes, through the current SRIA. This will then lead BiodivERsA partners to adjust/complement their priority activities and topics, through an implementation plan.
B. OVERALL APPROACH USED TO DEVELOP THE BIODIVERSA SRIA

An appropriate process was used to develop the BiodivERsA SRIA plan in order to ensure its relevance for a broad range of stakeholders, its credibility and its legitimacy. The process was designed for:

• Identifying the strengths and weaknesses of research for this domain in Europe;
• Building on priorities and strategies that exist at international, national and local levels;
• Accounting for the scientific frontiers and technological/infrastructure potential;
• Accounting for stakeholder needs, considering a broad range of stakeholders and efficiently addressing cross-sectoral issues;
• Going beyond the linear model of research and promoting the multi-stakeholder model of research;
• Linking local, national, European – and, when relevant, international – policies and programmes to prepare an ambitious joint programming plan.

This was achieved by a multi-stakeholder involvement approach (Figure 6). As presented in the following sections, we took into account the results from a range of mapping and foresight activities, as well as inputs from researchers/research organisations and research infrastructure managers, policy makers (including different relevant DGs from the European Commission, the European Parliament, and relevant national Ministries and local governments), many stakeholders including businesses, different joint programming initiatives, and different international initiatives.
Fig. 6: Multi-stakeholder involvement approach used for developing the BiodivERsA SRIA. Note that a parallel approach was used for the mainland and overseas actors to properly account for overseas specific assets and challenges regarding biodiversity.
C. RESULTS FROM MAPPING AND FORESIGHT ACTIVITIES

During the last years, BiodivERsA has conducted a range of mapping activities to better characterize the landscape of research on biodiversity and ecosystem services in Europe.

Concerning the size of the research community, an analysis based on the information available in the BiodivERsA database in 2015 (www.biodiversa.org/8) indicated that over 5000 laboratories/teams from 21 European countries are represented in the database. Although this analysis remains rough, it shows the importance of the research community working on biodiversity and the ecosystem services depending on biodiversity. This is consistent with a comprehensive analysis of the scientists working at least partly on biodiversity and associated ecosystem services performed in France: the total number of French scientists working in the domain was over 4,000, which represents over 1,500 full time researchers.

For Spain, according to the Project database of MINECO, the number of researchers on terrestrial and aquatic biodiversity is ca. 3,650. Furthermore, the scientific community working on biodiversity is increasingly active. At the global level, the number of papers on biodiversity published in international, peer-reviewed journals has increased markedly over the last 15 years, being similar to the number of papers produced by research on climate and climate impacts (Figure 7). All these elements demonstrate that there is a large and active research community focusing on biodiversity. This also explains the high level of the research community mobilization in response to BiodivERsA calls: more than 200 proposals in response to the first (open) BiodivERsA call in 2008, and 122 full proposals (representing around 3,000 individuals) in response to the 2015-2016 call focusing on 2 topics!

Fig. 7: Temporal variation in the total (global scale) number of papers published in international, peer-reviewed journals on biodiversity (blue) and climate (red) since 2000. Search was made with the Web of Science database using a keyword profile and the keyword climat* to target biodiversity research and research on Climate and on the effects of climate/climate change, respectively.

Concerning the type of research funded, a recent analysis of the ecological literature over the 1981-2010 period reported that ecology has mostly remained species-oriented, while ecosystem and community studies together comprise a quarter of ecological research\textsuperscript{27}. However, over the same period, a growing proportion of problem-solving studies was observed (from 9% in the 1980s to 20% in the 2000s) which may indicate a major transition operating in ecological science.

Changes in the type of biodiversity research performed can hardly be characterized in real time by analyses based on published papers and focused on ecological research only, due to the time lag generated by the research work itself and then the publication process, and due to the possible importance of other disciplines. In order to have a better view on possible ongoing changes in the type of research performed during the last years, a semantic analysis of the abstracts from thousands of research projects funded at the European, national or local level and referenced in the BiodivERsA database was performed. Such analysis can capture even very recent research trends (i.e. including the topics of research projects just starting). This demonstrated obvious changes in the type of research funded across Europe during the 2004-2011 period (Figure 8).

On average, focus has shifted from research at organism and population levels (taxa, populations, emblematic species, phylogeny, individual genes) and their conservation, to larger organisation levels (biological communities and ecosystems, landscapes, social-ecological systems, (meta)genomes) and forecasts and scenarios of future biodiversity. Emphasis also changed from acquiring basic knowledge on taxa and their dynamics to analyses of biodiversity protection costs and benefits and stakeholder’s views\textsuperscript{28}. The observed trends (Figure 8) are consistent with both the results of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment and shifts in research policies to better address integrative and trans-sectoral issues (like fisheries, agriculture, etc.), but not necessarily with the goals set by the EU regarding the halt of biodiversity loss. These trends demonstrate how quickly research on biodiversity and ecosystem services evolves, likely through ‘internal’ forces due to new and renewed topics addressed by the research community and through the orientations given by research programmers and funders. In this context, local, national and European research managers have to clearly define the balance to be maintained between the different aspects of biodiversity research, and to carefully monitor this balance, so that biodiversity research support is based on an explicit, long-term and strategic approach.

Fig. 8: A semantic analysis of the abstracts of 4,159 projects included in the BiodivERsA database (i.e. research projects funded at the European, national or local level on a competitive basis) highlighted clear temporal trends in the type of funded research. These trends are presented here through the variations in the values of specificity scores for (Top) 8 major groups of words that were decreasingly used in project applications and (Bottom) 8 major groups of words that were increasingly used over the 2008-2011 period. From Gambette et al. (2014)\textsuperscript{28}.

Concerning the level of research funding, the analysis of the funding amounts and sources for 605 research programmes from 25 agencies of 17 European countries and from the EC demonstrated that (Figure 9)29:

• Biodiversity research funding in Europe is largely dependent on national (and local) funders; the contribution of the EC and the joined contribution of national programmers and funders to biodiversity research over the 2005-2011 period was estimated to be 19% vs 81%, respectively. The role of national funders has increased over time.

• After a period of increased funding (2005 to 2009), a strong decrease of funding level (-37.7%) was observed from 2010 to 2011.

This is consistent with the results of an analysis of the importance of biodiversity within the “Environment” theme of the 7th framework programme30 showing that, although overall funding allocated to this theme was roughly constant over the 2007-2010 period, the part of the budget allocated to projects addressing at least partly one or several biodiversity issue(s) significantly decreased, from 23.6% in 2007 to 17.9% in 2010. All these features of biodiversity research funding demonstrate (i) the need to reinforce synergies between the national/local and European levels to adequately integrate research across Europe, and (ii) the need for a renewed, long-term strategy for research programming and funding in the domain.

![Fig. 9: Temporal evolution of the annual competitive funding for biodiversity research. Data were aggregated for 14 major national agencies studied from 11 countries and for main schemes of EC-FP/H2020, as assessed from the BiodivERsA database. After Eggermont et al. (2013)27.](image)


Concerning the level of internationalisation of research, an analysis of research collaboration networks was made based on affiliations of publications’ authors. For instance, over the 2003-2013 period, Europeans published 121,000 scientific papers on biodiversity in international peer-reviewed journals, mainly through intra-Europe research networks (Figure 10). Co-publications with North American researchers represented 17% of the publications, whereas co-publications with researchers from other continents were much more marginal (8%, 5.6% and 4.6% with Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean and Africa, respectively).

The mapping results also identified that research collaboration on biodiversity between the ERA and some continents, like the LAC region, was promoted faster than research collaboration on other domains, suggesting that research policy incentives at the European and national levels to promote the internationalisation of European research on biodiversity have concrete outcomes. This requires a clear strategy regarding the level and scope of internationalisation to be targeted by research programmers and funders. Within this context, BiodivERsA has increased its capacity to strengthen international cooperation with the participation of European overseas partners in Indian Ocean, Pacific, Caribbean and Atlantic that have close links with their neighbouring countries. They could act as active frontiers of Europe and contribute to propose avenues to overcome barriers that exist in funding mechanisms, notably for effective international research cooperation.

**Fig. 10: Main inter-continental collaborations for European research on biodiversity.** The category “Others Europe” refers to Andorra, Armenia, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Monaco, Russia, Tajikistan, Ukraine and Uzbekistan. The lines in the map (Left) represent the level of collaboration between the ERA and another continent, based on the 121,000 publications on biodiversity generated in the ERA during the 2003-2013 period. The pie (Right) provides the values of co-publication between the ERA and other continents and within the ERA. Result of a mapping activity performed in collaboration by ALCUENET and BiodivERsA (Loirat et al. 2016).

Concerning specific foresight activities, BiodivERsA has organized such activities as needed. In particular, in June 2014, a BiodivERsA foresight exercise was implemented on Nature-based Solutions as the concept was rising in the research policy agenda, calling for new knowledge but also for further framing. BiodivERsA gathered a wide range of actors (scientists, stakeholders, policy-makers and funders) to discuss about this emerging concept. This foresight exercise was very successful and contributed to the framing of the concept of Nature-based Solutions. It also helped identifying knowledge gaps and research needs and formulating research recommendations related to this new concept. The outputs of this exercise were very valuable for the development of the SRIA and the discussion on future BiodivERsA activities and priorities. In addition, analyses of the gaps and priorities for European research on biodiversity and ecosystem services have been conducted, which has been taken into account when developing this SRIA.

---


34. Balian E. (2016) An analysis of the gaps and priorities for European research on biodiversity and ecosystem services. Internal BiodivERsA report (Milestone MS3.2).
Balat E., et al. (2014) EU biodiversity research gaps and priorities, and foresight views. Internal BiodivERsA report.
D. INPUTS FROM ACADEMIC AND NON ACADEMIC STAKEHOLDERS OF BIODIVERSA, INCLUDING POLICY-MAKERS

The BiodivERsA Advisory Board members, i.e. 6 internationally renowned scientists spanning a range of scientific disciplines, and 12 stakeholders from 6 broad categories relevant for the domain (Economic and industrial activities; European policy-making; Habitats, species and nature conservation; Relations with the public; Socio-political activities; and Wild and domestic genetic resources) (see http://www.biodiversa.org/954) have provided advice during the development of this SRIA, from inception to finalization. This is consistent with the model promoted by BiodivERsA for research programming. Many BiodivERsA partners also mobilised their scientific and/or stakeholder boards to feed the SRIA and implementation plan.

In addition, an online questionnaire organised around the three core themes and three transversal themes of the SRIA was used to retrieve institutional feedbacks on the BiodivERsA SRIA from academic and stakeholder organisations. It was open from July to November, 2016.

A total of 55 organisations coordinated an institutional response to the consultation, fairly evenly balanced between three broad categories (Figure 11):

i. Stakeholders from the academic world. This includes European research organisations and scientists’ associations, including the Joint Research Centre, the Partnership for European Environmental Research, the European Society for Evolutionary Biology, the Institute of European Studies, the European Society for Soil Conservation, as well as international organisations like the International Council for Science and Future Earth, and several national research institutes.

ii. Research programming and funding bodies. This encompasses 4 JPIs (Climate, FACCE, Urban and Water), NORFACE and ERA-Planet. Responses were also received from research infrastructures like EU-BON, the GBIF Secretariat and the Marine Network of European Research Institutes and Stations, as well as research interfaces like the European Cooperative Programme for Plant Genetic Resources, EKLIPSE and ThinkNature.

iii. Other stakeholders. This mainly includes key European policy-makers: in particular responses were elaborated by DG RTD, DG ENV, DG CLIMA, DG AGRI, a European Parliament member, and a member of the Parliament intergroup on climate change, biodiversity and sustainable development. This also includes policy advisors such as the Institute for European Environmental Policy; international conventions and programmes like the Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity and the United Nations Environmental Programme; major conservation organisations like IUCN (including its Fisheries expert group), and conservation NGOs like Birdlife International, the Forest Stewardship Council, the Responsible Ecosystem Sourcing Platform and the Global Nature Fund. The private sector also provided feedbacks from key players like the EU Business@Biodiversity Platform, the Natural Capital Coalition, the World Business Council for Sustainable development, the Farm Animal Breeding and Reproduction Technology Platform, and 4 SMEs.
Many respondents provided detailed feedbacks and strategic comments both on the shape and contents of the document. The summary of the responses has been critically evaluated and used to amend the SRIA and feed the implementation plan.

**E. INPUTS FROM THE SCREENING OF RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURES**

BiodivERsA is mapping the landscape of research infrastructures for biodiversity which includes a range of key initiatives like the European Network for Long Term Ecological Research (LTER-Europe), ANAEE, LifeWatch, etc. This screening exercise allows identification of opportunities offered by existing research infrastructures as well as gaps and possible barriers for an efficient use of research infrastructures by the research communities over Europe. This analysis helped BiodivERsA in considering possible actions and strategies to increase interactions and develop complementarities and synergies with the existing research infrastructures, e.g., exploring how BiodivERsA could promote the use of research infrastructures in its activities and how research infrastructures can offer better possibilities to BiodivERsA-funded projects to develop even better pan-European research.

**F. INPUTS FROM ACTIVITIES ANALYSING HOW BIODIVERSA CAN REINFORCE THE RESEARCH-INNOVATION INTERFACE**

BiodivERsA is developing a number of activities to better bridge the gap between biodiversity research and innovation, and to better mobilize the private sector. The aim is not to focus on innovation per se (coordination and promotion of research will remain the core BiodivERsA activities), but to further promote the co-design and implementation of biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions research with the private sector, including businesses, and the transfer of relevant knowledge and technology from funded research projects towards organisations working on demonstration projects in support of innovation. The composition of the BiodivERsA Advisory Board (which includes members from industry and private organisations) contributes to reaching this goal. BiodivERsA is now considering a range of activities to bridge the gap between research and innovation, including the mapping and accessibility of Knowledge and Technology Transfer Organisations, networking activities, the production of support tools, and the support to capacity-building opportunities for the engagement of private sector organisations by BiodivERsA-funded researchers. The aim is to support the cascading of funded research in the different steps of the research-innovation chain, and more generally to enhance research-innovation interactions throughout the whole research process, since the link between research and innovation is not unidirectional.

In addition, BiodivERsA will further explore possible cooperation with Think Nature, the European multi-stakeholder platform on biodiversity and nature-based solutions, and with the EU Business@Biodiversity platform (see Table 1).

**G. INPUTS FROM NATIONAL AND LOCAL RESEARCH PROGRAMMERS AND FUNDERS**

Concerning the priorities of national programmers and funders, an analysis of institutional biodiversity research strategies and priorities of BiodivERsA’s partners was performed, through the screening of local and national research strategies and/or foresight documents. This exercise allowed outlining shared priorities among partners. This exercise was complemented by an analysis of key European and international strategies and policy documents, contributing to identify at a larger scale research needs, gaps and priorities. This allows to place partners priorities and strategies in a broader framework and to link them with European and when relevant international agendas. The outputs of these two exercises were of major importance for the development of the SRIA as it contributed to the direct identification of research priorities that BiodivERsA partners recognize as shared priorities.


BOX 3: SPECIFICITIES AND SPECIFIC NEEDS FOR RESEARCH ON BIODIVERSITY RESEARCH IN THE OVERSEAS: THE VIEW OF ORs AND OCTs

The European Overseas territories comprise 9 Outermost Regions (ORs) and 25 Overseas Countries and Territories (OCTs). The ORs are part of three European Union (EU) Member States (France, Spain and Portugal) and are integral part of EU. The OCTs are associated to EU and constitutionally depend on Denmark, France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.

The overseas specific features (their marine and terrestrial biodiversity is exceptional; their environments are particularly vulnerable to the impacts of climate change, natural hazards and pressures of human activities; and their biodiversity is fundamental to their economic development) framed their biodiversity and ecosystem services research landscape in an original way. Bottom-up and solution-oriented approaches are fundamental for the research developed locally. Because BiodivERsA now includes partners from ORs and OCTs, these partners played a key role for identifying the specificities and specific research needs of ORs and OCTs during the development of this SRIA39, 40.

NATURAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL SITUATION

(Sub)tropical ORs and OCTs host a high and distinctive biological diversity with a high level of endemism distributed in 3 different oceans and the Caribbean sea. It composes a worldwide network with a wide range of geoclimatic characteristics and drivers and with high ecosystem diversity over short distance, which offers an opportunity for scientific approaches at various hierarchy of scales, providing robust trends and fundamental insight into mechanism shaping biodiversity and ecosystem services. ORs and OCTs are generally isolated and small, have limited resources, and are highly exposed to climate change impacts, natural hazard and pressures of human activities. The magnitude of these pressures and the diversity of situations of potential conflicts is more important than for many locations in continental Europe. This puts ORs and OCTs at the forefront for testing innovative strategies to cope with those pressures and to mitigate their impacts.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONTEXT

Biodiversity is a fundamental asset for their socio-economic development and human well-being. Many economic activities (fisheries, farming, ecotourism...) are linked to the status of biodiversity, and changes that affect this status have major impacts on local economies and development capacities status. The diversity of nature-society interactions, the role and importance of local culture and practices, as well as the high level of interactions between and within the various levels of society allow for a particularly holistic approach to biodiversity research and to stakeholder involvement into research. This leads to the early involvement of stakeholders into co-design processes that take

into account both academic and empirical (including traditional) knowledge. Applied research and collaborations with SMEs (farmers, biotech companies...) are among the main schemes supported by local governments. The bio-economy concept and the Nature based solutions approaches are in the alignment of ORs and OCTs interest to fund research, which meets local needs and could create local economic impact locally, notably through innovation.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION OPPORTUNITIES

Sub(tropical) ORs and OCTs encompass 5 biodiversity hotspots and share similarities with other hotspots located in tropical and subtropical areas, which make them attractive partners for international research cooperation. Thus, ORs and OCTs have developed long term cooperation with their surrounding geographical areas, thanks to the research capacities and infrastructures they host and the cultural duality. However, for several reasons (distances, isolation, deficiency of resources and critical mass, access to facilities and information), both cooperation and coordination of research activities, between the ORs and OCTs themselves and between them and continental EU, are still to be strengthened. Continuous reinforcement of the links between research teams in ORs and OCTs and in mainland Europe will be key to further promote a European Research Area that is open to international collaboration.
H. INPUTS FROM THE ANALYSIS OF THE EUROPEAN AND INTERNATIONAL INITIATIVES THAT MAY BE ENGAGED

Links with JPIs and other European initiatives: In order to address cross sectoral issues, reinforce the impact of BiodivERsA-funded research, and properly build the European Research Area on biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions, BiodivERsA has evaluated the missions and strategies of a number of European initiatives and programmes, in particular relevant Joint Programming Initiatives, JPIs (Table 1).

Table 1: Synthesis of the main JPIs and European programmes or projects that BiodivERsA has engaged with or has identified as potentially important to engage. The expected added value of collaborations and possible joint activities are indicated. Green: ongoing collaborations; dark blue: ongoing discussions/framing activities; turquoise blue: still to be explored. Note that BiodivERsA will also have to engage with a range of important stakeholders which cannot be listed here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiative</th>
<th>Joint research priorities</th>
<th>Added value of a collaboration</th>
<th>Potential joint activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JPI Climate</td>
<td>Effects and impact of climate change on biodiversity and ESS Trade-offs and synergies among climate change and other global change policies</td>
<td>Climate and biodiversity are closely interlinked Complementary skills and membership that could benefit from joint activities</td>
<td>Joint activities, including calls on climate change effects on biodiversity, feedbacks on climate, climate services, and trade-offs between climate, biodiversity and other policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPI Cultural Heritage</td>
<td>Landscape heritage (e.g. traditional agricultural landscapes)</td>
<td>Close links between cultural landscapes and biodiversity; biocultural diversity Opportunity to focus more on humanities and other knowledge systems, such as local ecological knowledge</td>
<td>To be discussed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPI FACCE</td>
<td>Food supply, biodiversity and ESS Climate change, agriculture and biodiversity</td>
<td>Scientific interests overlap Successful ongoing cooperation with JPI FACCE (1 joint call launched in 2014)</td>
<td>Common activities for the follow-up of funded projects Promotion of the funded projects outputs Future joint activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPI ‘Healthy Diet for a Healthy Life’</td>
<td>Biodiversity &amp; Health (biodiversity/ecosystem services as the basis of human health)</td>
<td>Opportunity to emphasize the role of biodiversity in health is often neglected, but high in research and policy agenda (see One Health Initiative) Biodiversity &amp; Health identified by BiodivERsA as an important topic</td>
<td>To be discussed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPI OCEANS</td>
<td>Climate change &amp; ecosystem dynamics Deep-sea &amp; marine biodiversity Effects of Acidification and Warming on Marine Ecosystems</td>
<td>Scientific interests overlap Complementary skills and membership that could benefit from joint activities</td>
<td>Joint activities, including calls on common priorities for research on marine biodiversity and ecosystems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPI URBAN</td>
<td>Urban ecosystem services (nature based solutions and greening cities)</td>
<td>Urban ecology &amp; Nature-based Solutions are high on research and policy agendas Opportunities for close collaboration with social sciences</td>
<td>Joint activities, including calls on urban biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions in urban/peri-urban areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPI WATER</td>
<td>Sustainable aquatic ecosystems &amp; ESS Reconnecting socio-economic and ecological issues in the water cycle</td>
<td>Shared interest for research on aquatic ecosystems and ecosystem services (Theme #1 of JPI SRIA) Complementary skills and membership that could benefit from joint activities</td>
<td>Joint activities/calls, on, e.g., the dynamics, conservation and restoration of biodiversity and ecosystem services, with a particular focus on degraded water bodies and aquatic ecosystems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiative</td>
<td>Main objectives</td>
<td>Added value of a collaboration</td>
<td>Potential joint activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EKLIPSE - European Support mechanism on biodiversity and Ecosystem services</strong></td>
<td>Promotion of Science-society / science-policy interface on biodiversity and ecosystem services; assessments in response to policy maker queries</td>
<td>Both initiatives could complement each other. BiodivERsA could feed EKLIPSE with the results of its mapping exercises, policy briefs, etc. while EKLIPSE could promote dissemination of the results of BiodivERsA-funded projects and could benefit BiodivERsA through its assessments</td>
<td>Feed EKLIPSE assessments with knowledge generated by BiodivERsA funded projects. Joint workshops to promote the science-society / science-policy interfacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ThinkNature - Multi-dialogue platform on Nature-based Solutions</strong></td>
<td>Reinforce science-society interactions, innovation and market uptake for Nature Based solutions</td>
<td>BiodivERsA could help the platform by mapping and programming research on Nature-based Solutions; the platform could help BiodivERsA by identifying knowledge gaps and needs for stakeholders on Nature-based Solutions</td>
<td>Mapping activities on Nature-based Solutions research and needs of stakeholders; direct link with CT3 of BiodivERsA SRIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPPLA</strong></td>
<td>Resource platform on Nature-based Solutions</td>
<td>BiodivERsA could reinforce the resources available for OPPLA (funded-projects and their products...); OPPLA could promote dissemination of the results of BiodivERsA-funded research</td>
<td>Feed the OPPLA platform with knowledge generated through BiodivERsA, with good practices and tools (e.g. BiodivERsA Stakeholder Engagement Handbook)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAES</strong></td>
<td>Resource platform on Ecosystem Services</td>
<td>BiodivERsA could feed ecosystem services mapping and assessments resulting from its funded projects into the MAES products and thus help increase the impact of these projects</td>
<td>Feed the MAES platform with relevant knowledge generated through BiodivERsA projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LIFE Programme</strong></td>
<td>Programme funding conservation projects (interests on invasive species, restoration, green and blue infrastructures, etc.)</td>
<td>Life could promote further impact of BiodivERsA-funded research for biodiversity conservation BiodivERsA could reinforce the knowledge basis for Life</td>
<td>Joint workshops and other joint activities; direct link with CT1 of BiodivERsA SRIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Norface</strong></td>
<td>Initiative that launches research programmes with active contribution of the social sciences disciplines</td>
<td>Both Norface and BiodivERsA have interest in promoting inter- and trans-disciplinary research</td>
<td>Joint actions to further promote inter- and trans-disciplinary research in research on biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>European initiatives linked to GEO BON (EU BON, ERA Planet)</strong></td>
<td>Initiatives strengthening the ERA on Earth (including or focusing on biodiversity) Observation in coherence with the European participation to GEO. In particular, EU BON provides through its launched European Biodiversity Portal harmonized, standardized and integrated biodiversity and remote sensing data and facilitates its access and analysis</td>
<td>Common interest in reinforcing infrastructures for long term monitoring of biodiversity and ecosystems</td>
<td>Joint workshops and activities to consolidate the European counterpart of GEO BON and use of data by research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The EU Business @ Biodiversity Platform</strong></td>
<td>An EU-level forum for sustained and strategic dialogue about the links between business and biodiversity</td>
<td>Both initiatives could complement each other. BiodivERsA could feed EU B@B with achievements and ongoing activities (of BiodivERsA or funded projects) while EU B@B could help BiodivERsA strengthening the link between research and innovation</td>
<td>Joint actions to promote the links between biodiversity research and innovation, and the mobilization of business</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A concrete and successful joint approach has been implemented with FACCE-JPI, through joint foresight workshops which led to the co-design and launching and launch of a joint call in 2013. Interactions already exist or may be developed with the JPIs Climate, Water, Oceans and Urban, which were identified as particularly relevant to BiodivERsA.

Regarding the link between research and innovation, BiodivERsA has evaluated the possible added value of engaging with Think Nature, the multistakeholder dialogue platform on Nature-based solutions, with a direct link with CT3 (Table 1), and more generally with the EU Business@Biodiversity Platform. Regarding the link between research and biodiversity conservation, BiodivERsA may engage with the Life programme to bridge the gap between research and conservation actions, with a direct link with CT1. Interactions with the BEST41 programme may also be beneficial. In addition, collaboration with the OPPLA platform and EKLIPSE project could be fruitful and complement BiodivERsA’s activities to promote the dissemination of knowledge derived from funded projects, while allowing these projects to benefit from BiodivERsA resources and skills (Table 1).

**Links with international initiatives**: Because many research issues addressed by BiodivERsA are overarching and exceed a sole European problem, because the deployment of Nature-based Solutions - and marketable Nature-based Solutions - requires a global approach, and because one cannot promote the excellence of European science disregarding its international dimension, engaging with key international initiatives is also seriously considered in this SRIA. BiodivERsA thus has assessed the possible added value of developing partnerships with major international initiatives (Table 2).

### Table 2: Synthesis of the main international initiatives that BiodivERsA has engaged with or has identified as potentially important to engage. The expected added value of collaborations and possible joint activities are indicated. Green: ongoing collaborations; dark blue: first contacts/activities already made. Note that BiodivERsA will also have to engage with a range of important stakeholders which cannot be listed here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiative</th>
<th>Main activities</th>
<th>Added value of a collaboration</th>
<th>Potential joint activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Belmont Forum</strong></td>
<td>Network of major research funders across the globe that promotes international research on all environmental issues</td>
<td>For issues of common interest, BiodivERsA could promote the European participation in Belmont Forum calls, while the Belmont Forum could help BiodivERsA promote international dimension of the European research on biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions</td>
<td>Mapping of international collaboration on biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions; Co-design and implementation of joint calls on common research priorities (e.g., ongoing work on 'scenarios of biodiversity and ecosystem services')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Future Earth</strong></td>
<td>Network of research organisations that promotes environmental research</td>
<td>BiodivERsA could account for priorities identified by Future Earth and benefit from Future Earth and its Knowledge-Action Network on Natural Assets42 for internationalisation of research; Future Earth could benefit from BiodivERsA capacity to mobilize and support European research on biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions, and its skills for stakeholder engagement</td>
<td>Further explore possible joint activities and the added value of a collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IPBES</strong></td>
<td>Intergovernmental Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services Performs regional, global, topical and methodological assessments</td>
<td>BiodivERsA could feed some assessments performed by IPBES with the outputs of BiodivERsA-funded research (increased impact of research) and could benefit from the knowledge gaps identified by IPBES</td>
<td>BiodivERsA is participating to the IPBES plenary sessions as an official observer IPBES outputs were used for this SRIA, and BiodivERsA has fed the IPBES assessment for Europe and Central Asia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Regarding research programming, BiodivERsA considers that the Belmont Forum may be particularly important to engage (Table 2). The Belmont Forum has already been viewed as a key initiative to engage, because it is an ‘international counterpart’ of BiodivERsA, although covering the broad scope of environmental research. BiodivERsA has begun to collaborate with the Belmont Forum, which could lead to the co-design and launching of a joint call. Future Earth is a new, not fully established programme, but one of its 8 focal challenges is to “Safeguard the terrestrial, freshwater and marine natural assets underpinning human well-being by understanding relationships between biodiversity, ecosystem functioning and services, and developing effective valuation and governance approaches”. BiodivERsA thus plans to further evaluate the expected added value of a collaboration with this initiative.

Last but not least, BiodivERsA has already decided to promote a strong collaboration with the IPBES, both by feeding IPBES assessments with syntheses of relevant knowledge generated by BiodivERsA-funded projects, and by taking into account the unknowns and knowledge gaps identified during IPBES activities (Table 2).
3. CORE THEMES AND TRANSVERSAL THEMES
BiodivERsA aims to fund and promote pan-European research and innovation on biodiversity, ecosystem services and Nature-based. The funded research and associated activities should be scientifically excellent, challenge-driven and have high societal relevance. From a research programming and funding perspective, this translates to a set of core themes suitable for the design and implementation of joint calls, program alignment, mobility schemes, networking and matchmaking sessions and other joint activities. The core research themes should:

- Be mission-oriented, with high expected societal impact
- Be ground-breaking for science
- Be of urgency for policy and management at the European and international levels
- Be comprehensive for building the overall BiodivERsA strategy, and promoting complementary for promoting synergies between sectors, actors and policies

The core themes are complemented by transversal themes dealing with general issues that are relevant to all the core themes. The BiodivERsA approach with core and transversal themes is to lead to more integrative, co-produced knowledge that can help tackling major challenges, without compromising the sharpness of disciplinary science.

The IPBES conceptual framework can be used to present how the 3 major core themes of this SRIA cover nicely the perspectives of conservation, sustainable use of biodiversity, and benefits to human well-being and sustainable development (Figure 12). Figure 12 also highlights the central role that (1) institutions, governance systems and decision-making, and (2) non-monetary and monetary valuation of biodiversity and ecosystem services play in this context. It also underlines the need (3) to support backward- and forward-looking analysis and decision-making; these three issues are the backbones of the 3 transversal themes of this SRIA.

Besides the central role of the three aforementioned aspects, the IPBES conceptual framework also recognizes the importance of respectfully acknowledging the contribution of indigenous and local ecological knowledge in understanding human-nature relationships as well as in providing insights for sustainable management of biodiversity and ecosystem services. Local ecological knowledge is understood as those practices, beliefs and knowledge that are context-specific, transmitted orally or through imitation and experiences, adaptive to change, and shared through collective memory. This knowledge system is thus also considered as a source of knowledge for addressing the 3 transversal themes of this SRIA.

For each theme, a short rationale is presented, major knowledge needs are identified, and expected socio-economic impacts are highlighted, based on the mapping and foresight activities and the various inputs (from BiodivERsA or other initiatives, in particular NetBiome) presented in section 2.

---

CORE THEME #CT1

Better knowledge on biodiversity, its dynamics and its adaptation capacity to global change: a basis for supporting biodiversity conservation and restoration
Rationale

During the elaboration of this SRIA, stakeholders’ and scientists’ inputs showed that there are contrasted views on the importance of, and paths to, biodiversity conservation but that this is still a grand challenge of our time for different categories of stakeholders and policy makers, while being a major scientific forefront for the research community\(^{46}\). The need to fight biodiversity loss and preserve this natural heritage is present in political agendas, from the international to European and national/local levels. In particular, to address the continued loss of biodiversity, many governments agreed on common goals, i.e. the Aichi targets defined within the CBD and agreed in 2010\(^{47}\). These 20 targets identify 5 major issues:

- addressing the causes of biodiversity loss
- decreasing the pressures on biodiversity
- safeguarding species, genetic and ecosystem diversity
- enhancing the benefits to all from biodiversity
- promoting participatory planning, knowledge management and capacity building

The 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals\(^{48}\) adopted in 2015 include two goals directly addressing these issues (i.e. Goal 15 referring to the need to halt biodiversity loss on land; and Goal 14 « Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources »). SDGs 2 (Zero Hunger), 3 (Good Health and Well-being), 6 (Clean Water and Sanitation), 11 (Sustainable Cities and Communities), 12 (Responsible Consumption and Production) and 13 (Climate Action) are also biodiversity-relevant to some extent. The European Union also seeks to preserve biodiversity: the EU Biodiversity Strategy to 2020 adopted in 2011 reflects the commitments taken by the EU within the CBD. In the EU, biodiversity is protected by several initiatives, including the birds and habitats Directives, the establishment of the EU-wide Natura 2000 network of protected areas, the Wildlife Trade Legislation, and the invasive alien species Regulation. These initiatives translate into national and local policies and laws. However, even though the mid-term review of the EU Biodiversity Strategy in 2015 demonstrated progress in some areas, the overall progress was insufficient for attaining the targets. The review thus highlighted the need for much greater effort, and for a better, science-based post hoc evaluation of policies’ impact. Furthermore, the Commission Staff working document “EU assessment of progress in implementing the EU Biodiversity strategy to 2020” of 2.10.2015 (SWD(2015) 187 final) identifies a series of knowledge gaps that include the need for a better characterization of the status of many habitats and species, the actual contribution of the Natura 2000 network to conservation status, and the assessment of the health and condition of ecosystems.

In parallel, the scientific community has largely renewed the perspectives on biodiversity conservation, highlighting the human dimension of biodiversity conservation approaches\(^{49}\) and identifying the different roots, challenges, and consequences associated to different conservation strategies and ethics\(^{50}\). This is calling for research exploring

\(^{46}\). See the conclusions from the 27th ICCB congress hold in August 2015; Sutherland W.J. et al. (2016) A horizon scan of global conservation issues for 2016. TREE 31: 44-53.


different paths to conserve biodiversity (Figure 13). In addition, literature reviews on biodiversity conservation and the on-going IPBES assessment for Europe and Central Asia are confirming that information on biodiversity trends is biased towards some taxonomic groups and some environments, and that important dimensions of biodiversity (e.g., genetic and functional diversity) still remain to be properly studied.

Knowledge needs

Assessment of this core theme through mapping and foresight actually led to identify the following research needs:

Better characterization of all biodiversity dimensions and their trends in Europe, and propose and assess relevant indicators of biodiversity and ecosystem status: new tools (including metagenomics) make it easier to characterize biodiversity at the different organisation levels (functional, genetic and taxonomic) in all compartments. Efforts are particularly needed for the less known organism groups (like microbial or arthropod diversity), compartments (like soils or deep seas) and dimensions (like functional diversity), as well as the identification of endangered species, biodiversity-rich areas and hotspots that remain uncharacterized in some parts of mainland Europe and ORs and OCTs, which has major implications for conservation and sustainable management decisions. This is particularly needed to determine what constitutes a “favourable ecological condition” and “good conservation status”, better guide conservation strategies and management, and provide new opportunities for innovation. For instance, bio-prospection of new genes, functions and natural substances harboured by aquatic and terrestrial organisms – including microorganisms - can offer

great economic opportunities. In addition, we still need to define operational metrics, e.g., of genetic, functional and cultural diversity; of evolutionary potential; and of interaction level within communities and ecosystems. Regarding cultural diversity, yet, there is a need to explore how local knowledge (related to biodiversity and to social and economic costs and benefits of both use and conservation of biodiversity) can contribute to activities that improve the biodiversity status in Europe. Monitoring status and trends should not be limited to biodiversity but should also cover key drivers of change (see next point), as monitoring data for biodiversity often do not match with data for environmental drivers, which makes difficult to raise robust conclusions about the relative role of different drivers.

**Characterize the threats to biodiversity and genetic resources in a global change context:**
this includes the effects of climate change, land use change, overexploitation, pollution, (re) emerging pathogens, and biological invasions. It requires downscaling climate models to adequate levels, for which small regions, islands and archipelagos provide excellent case-studies (e.g ORs/OCTs). A particular attention should be paid to potential impacts of synthetic biology, and of pollutants including new/emerging ones like endocrine disrupters, microplastics and engineered nanoparticles, which have been argued as one pressing issue for the fate of biological diversity in the future. Long-term, cumulative effects on ecological communities and specific taxonomic groups are not yet well understood and deserve further attention. Research identifying phase-shift thresholds of direct and indirect stressors is urgently needed, in particular to guide decisions over limits to extractive activities, such as fishing or logging. Specific threats to animal breeds and plant varieties should also be better understood to guide efficient strategies to conserve and manage genetic resources and their wild relatives. Better characterization of microbial diversity in all environments would allow discovery of new taxa, new functions and new metabolic pathways. Moreover, knowledge is needed on the effects of multiple stressors and extreme events. It is also essential to better include social sciences in the field of biodiversity management to understand the roots of our interactions with non-humans and how social factors (beliefs, value systems, culture, markets, policy, demographics) evolve and determine decision making process and choices for nature conservation and sustainable exploitation. Including social sciences in the field of biodiversity conservation is a prerequisite to achieve the first Aichi Strategic Goal (address the underlying causes of biodiversity loss) and promote co-learning processes and collective action.

**Role of adaptation in a global change context.**

---


54. See the activities of the ECPGR Working Group on Wild Species in Genetic Reserves (http://www.ecpgr.cgiar.org/working-groups/wild-species-conservation).
Climate, land use, ecosystems, infrastructures, and human societies are all being transformed simultaneously. On-going research has developed a basic understanding of the potential consequences of these concurrent changes, but important uncertainties persist, especially at geographical and time scales relevant to adaptation processes and adoption and use of options for limiting impacts and seizing opportunities. Research should better characterize the sources of flexibility and transformability for species, populations, ecosystems and social-ecological systems, in the face of global change. This should include studies on all types of organisms and system responses: phenotypic plasticity, epigenetic processes, evolution, migration, reshuffling of biological assemblages, and the dynamics of strategies, knowledge and practices, as well as the relative roles of these different flexibility sources at a range of spatial and temporal scales. Research should also study how local communities and indigenous people in Europe pursue to adapt to environmental changes by exploring holistic solutions able to increase their response capacity and resilience to a broad range of perturbations. In particular it should also study how attempts to create new management and governance strategies of biodiversity and ecosystem services in the face of global change should build on the local ecological knowledge of indigenous and local communities. All these studies could be used to propose indicators of adaptation potential. This research is also needed to develop scenarios of biodiversity (see TT3).

**Exploring new paths for conservation and inform conservation policies:** while biodiversity conservation strategies have been successful for some taxonomic groups or in some areas, many traditional methods for conserving biodiversity, including genetic resources, have not fully met expectations or have proven to be insufficient to tackle all drivers of biodiversity loss. New solutions to tackle this challenge are thus needed to complement more traditional approaches. This requires working on the links between the evolutionary trajectories of humans and non-humans, and on the trade-offs and synergies between human well-being and nature over the short and long terms. The question on how to conserve biodiversity as a natural heritage, in particular the evolutionary potential and opportunity of all organisms other than humans beyond the services they provide us needs to be answered. Furthermore, conservation / management approaches based on particular populations, species, or traits still have a key role in biodiversity and genetic resource conservation research and policies, but this can generate unintended changes through extinction cascades, direct and indirect selective pressures, and altered interaction networks. More holistic approaches such as the conservation of communities and wildness, and system analyses of intervention programmes to find “leverage points” where actions will exert particularly strong improvement of the conservation results, are also needed. This implies dealing explicitly with complex system theory and practice, uncertainties, adaptive approaches, precaution, etc. In addition, the conservation community faces new challenges. A major one is climate change. Species distribution areas may change rapidly but in fairly complex ways, and biodiversity in current conserved areas might have to adapt and possibly to be relocated to take into account climate change effect. Through the development of models and scenarios (TT3), researchers can provide guidelines to help conservation area managers, policy makers and other stakeholders to anticipate the effect of climate change. Another major challenge faced by the conservation community is emerging pathogens and invasive species. This requires adapting the way to develop science and practice conservation. New conservation strategies emerge, like assisted colonization, land sharing versus land sparing, and re-wilding or

---

not re-wilding, which still requires proper knowledge basis and evidence-based assessment. New solutions for cryopreservation of genetic resources are also developed (e.g. for farmed aquatic genetic resources). At the same time, new technologies offer working tools like ‘ecodrones’, mobile-sensing technology\textsuperscript{57}, and renewed remotely sensed data, whose potential still has to be explored by research. Similarly, citizen science is probably still in its infancy, both in terms of possible research impact and public engagement.

Further, any attempt to create new paths of biodiversity and ecosystem services governance should include the local ecological knowledge, a knowledge system which is highly endangered in Europe\textsuperscript{58} despite its contributions to biodiversity conservation and sustainable management of ecosystem services\textsuperscript{59}. There is thus a need for research to keep up with and anticipate all these changes to ultimately improve the science and scientific underpinning of biodiversity conservation and sustainable management.

### Expected socio-economic impacts

Research under this core theme will have several socio-economic impacts. First, it will guide regional and international biodiversity discovery initiatives that will contribute to promote innovation in mainland Europe, ORs and OCTs, through the discovery of new taxa, genes, functions and bioproducts, and by feeding biomimicry approaches. Second, it will help predicting the effects of global change on biodiversity, and the cascading socio-economic effects for key sectors like agriculture, forestry and fisheries, either directly through changes in species range and metabolic rate, or indirectly via coral bleaching or invasive alien species. In particular, it will help limiting the socio-economic impacts associated to the establishment of pathogens and invasive alien species, while helping eradication or control of species that have already become established and have demonstrated impacts. Third, mapping and phenotyping of wild species can be of interest for a range of sectors linked to cultivated plants, livestock, aquaculture and cultivated microorganisms.

For instance, for many aquacultural and agricultural species, we need characterisation of wild individuals for important traits, since the wild counterparts act as a valuable reservoir to be introgressed into existing breeding/selection programmes or used for new programmes. Similarly, seed production for native plant species and ecotypes may be increasingly needed, e.g. in the context of deployment of urban Nature-based Solutions.

More generally, research under this core theme will inform choice for conservation policy alternatives and will help assessing the success or failure of conservation policies and regulations (e.g. the EU Habitats Directive’s Articles 10 and 18) and revisiting them in face of global change. This will have positive impact on European biodiversity per se, as a natural Heritage and as a natural capital underlying human well-being and sustainability.


\textsuperscript{58} Pardo-de-Santayana, M., et al. (2010). The ethnobotany of Europe, past and present. In: M. Pardo-de-Santayana et al. (Eds.), The Ethnobotany in the New Europe: people, health and wild plant resources. Berghahn Books, New York, USA, pp. 1–15.


CORE THEME #CT2

Biodiversity: a fundamental asset for the functioning and resilience of ecosystems, provision of ecosystem goods and services, and improvement of human well-being
CORE THEME #CT2: BIODIVERSITY: A FUNDAMENTAL ASSET FOR THE FUNCTIONING AND RESILIENCE OF ECOSYSTEMS, PROVISION OF ECOSYSTEM GOODS AND SERVICES, AND IMPROVEMENT OF HUMAN WELL-BEING

Rationale

The term ‘ecosystem services’ was defined in the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment⁶⁰ as ‘the benefits people obtain from ecosystems’, both natural and managed (see also the definition page 10). These services may be categorized as provisioning, regulating, cultural or supporting services, also referred to as supporting processes. The first three categories have a direct impact on human well-being (i.e. a human experience that includes the basic materials for a good life, freedom of choice and action, health, good social relationships, a sense of cultural identity, and a sense of security), whereas the latter has an indirect impact by supporting provisioning, regulating, and cultural services.

The importance of biodiversity for ecosystem functioning, service delivery and human well-being is increasingly recognised by international policy frameworks (SDGs), international conventions (CBD, e.g. Aichi Targets 14 to 16) and scientific and intergovernmental initiatives (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, Figure 14; IPCC; IPBES). It is also well reflected in the 2011-2020 EU Biodiversity Strategy (for example, Target 2 that aims to maintain and enhance ecosystems and their services by establishing green infrastructures and restoring degraded ecosystems) and in efforts to mainstream biodiversity across relevant sectors (for example, agriculture, fisheries, tourism) and in national sustainable development and poverty reduction strategies.

---

**Fig. 14:** Biodiversity is both a response variable affected by Global Change drivers and a factor that affects human well-being. From Diaz et al. (2006)⁶¹.

---


Yet, the wider benefits of biodiversity are not always understood by those concerned with biodiversity conservation. Moreover, the scientific community recognizes that there are still major knowledge gaps in understanding the causality relationships between single and multiple drivers/pressures and changes in biodiversity (at all relevant levels of biological organization), ecosystem functions and ecosystem services and their societal impacts. For instance, the recent IPBES assessment on pollinators, pollination and food production\textsuperscript{62} highlighted the lack of understanding of combinations and interactions of drivers (i.e., mixtures of pesticides, diseases, climate change...) and their effects on the pollination service. In addition, tropical and subtropical entities of Europe host unique ecosystems such as coral reefs, tropical forests and mangroves providing a range of services that are degraded, which generates negative feedback on global change\textsuperscript{63}. While this corresponds to forefront science, meeting the knowledge needs on the importance of biodiversity for ecosystem service delivery and human well-being could spur innovative solutions for sustainable development (link with CT3).

Over the last few decades, numerous studies and experiments have investigated whether more diverse biological communities would help maintain the provision of ecosystem services, or specifically if there is a positive relationship between biodiversity and ecosystem functioning and services. Most studies have focused on aboveground terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems and have shown, in general, a consensus for – on average - the positive relationship between biodiversity and ecosystem function and services. Yet, several key issues remain unresolved, and some ecosystems remain understudied.

Mainstreaming ecosystem services into policy and decision-making is also dependent on the availability of spatially explicit information on the state and trends of ecosystems and their services. In particular, the EU Biodiversity Strategy to 2020 addresses the need to account for ecosystem services through biophysical mapping and valuation, which led to the development of the MAES initiative\textsuperscript{64}. In addition, in the context of the IPBES, the temporal trends of biodiversity and ecosystem services are currently assessed for Europe and Central Asia\textsuperscript{65} and other regions.

Finally, as clearly reflected in the recent State of Knowledge Review on Biodiversity and Health\textsuperscript{66}, a better understanding of the links between biodiversity, health and diseases also presents major opportunities for policy development, and can enhance our understanding of how health-focused measures affect biodiversity, and biodiversity-focused measures affect health. The breadth and complexity of these relationships, and the socio-economic drivers by which they are influenced, in the context of rapidly shifting global trends, reaffirm the need for an integrative, multidisciplinary and systemic approach to the health of people, livestock, crops and wildlife within the ecosystem context\textsuperscript{67}. Loss of biodiversity and natural environments as well as habitat fragmentation threaten the full range of life-supporting services provided by ecosystems at all levels of biodiversity, including species, genetic and ecosystem diversity. The disruption of ecosystem services has direct and indirect implications for public health, which are likely to exacerbate existing health inequities, whether through exposure to environmental hazards or through the loss of livelihoods. For instance, the absence of winter break in diseases and pathogens dynamics in the tropical and subtropical regions of Europe increases the impact on health, which is an asset for scientific investigations. The recently introduced ‘One Health’-approach\textsuperscript{68} provides a valuable framework for the development of mutually beneficial policies and interventions at the nexus between health and biodiversity.

Clearly, more research and transdisciplinary approaches are needed to facilitate a better understanding of the interdependence of biodiversity, ecosystem services and human well-being, to elevate boundaries between disciplines, and to support decision making.
Knowledge needs

- Reinforcing the knowledge on causal links (including synergies and trade-offs) between biodiversity, ecosystem functioning, and ecosystem goods and services and human well-being in different sectors (agriculture, aquaculture & forestry; energy; health, including recreational outdoor activities; etc). This requires analysing how biodiversity relates or contributes to the maintenance and delivery of such services and their resilience to climate change and disturbances. It also requires better knowledge on the cascading effects of direct, indirect and emerging drivers of change, separately and in combination and interaction, on biodiversity, ecosystem function and ecosystem services (at all relevant scales); and provision of methodologies to predict such effects. This includes analysing the importance of breed/variety selection and the utility of locally-adapted genetic resources and species for the delivery of multiple services in agricultural areas and adaptation capacity to climate change, invasive alien species and pathogens.

- Research on the benefits of biodiversity for public health (e.g. research on the relationship between biodiversity and infectious diseases, and how ecosystem change and biodiversity loss may affect the ecology of disease / vector organisms and the dynamics of pathogen-host interactions). Tropical and subtropical ORs and OCTs are particularly relevant locations for studying the impact of climate change on such interactions, since their weather conditions mimic to some extent those expected in mainland Europe following climate change. Research could focus on ecosystem health risks, ecosystem health services, or both.

- Promoting the science basis to develop and assess innovative, ecosystem service-oriented management approaches (including participatory initiatives), and elaborate common frameworks and tools for the conservation and sustainable management of ecosystem services. For instance, research is needed to improve the effectiveness of pest management in pesticide-free and pesticide-minimized farming systems to help provide viable alternatives to conventional, high chemical input agricultural systems through innovations in fields including agro-ecology, agro-forestry and natural pest control. More science is also needed to allow for a transition to systems of food production that are based on “ecological intensification” — using land, water, biodiversity and nutrients efficiently and in ways that are regenerative, minimizing negative impacts. Similarly, more research is needed on environmental impacts of renewable energy technologies, as they become a larger portion of our electric supply. Large set of actual and future services should be considered because the relative importance of ecosystem services can change with time and people needs: new services can be considered in response to the societal need for adaptation to global changes, as underlined by the concept of adaptation services. This includes the development of valuation tools (see TT2) that should account for differing policy goals, differing cultural perspectives, and a variety of potentially conflicting community needs. It also includes the development of sound and cost-effective indicators of ecosystem function/resilience, ecosystem service and biodiversity, which capture all the relevant ecological and socio-economic dimensions and are widely applicable. This would, for example, help defining what is a ‘good status’ of biodiversity and ecosystems to guide good practices, incl. for business.

Expected socio-economic impacts

Exploring possible synergies between biodiversity and ecosystem services and human well-being will pave the way to new practices, new incentives and new policies for reconciling social, economic and environmental interests, and more particularly reconciling production objectives and biodiversity conservation objectives. For instance, this can help the elaboration of new approaches to balancing of the Common Agricultural Policy, and the implementation of One Health approaches. For European overseas, it can contribute to the definition and implementation of development and spatial planning strategies and effective mitigation compensation mechanisms. The knowledge obtained through this CT2 will also be of major importance to guide the development and deployment of Nature-based Solutions (CT3).

CORE THEME #CT3

Biodiversity, a fundamental asset for Nature-based Solutions to pressing societal issues and for promoting transition towards sustainable socio-economic pathways
CORE THEME #CT3: BIODIVERSITY, A FUNDAMENTAL ASSET FOR NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS TO PRESSING SOCIETAL ISSUES AND FOR PROMOTING TRANSITION TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE SOCIO-ECONOMIC PATHWAYS

Rationale

It is now widely recognized that human activities have reached a level that could result in irreversible and, in some cases, abrupt environmental changes, leading to a state less conducive to human development. All societies and generations face increasing challenges such as climate change, jeopardized food security and water resource provision, or enhanced disaster risk. There is thus a need for a major transition in society to support the aim for a more sustainable future. Nature has tremendous potential to support such a transition through the benefits it provides to human well-being. In this context, the concept of Nature-based Solutions has recently emerged, referring to the sustainable use of nature in solving environmental and socio-economic challenges (i.e. use the properties of nature to resolve major problems). Nature-based Solutions go beyond the traditional biodiversity conservation and use principles by also integrating societal factors such as human well-being and poverty alleviation, socio-economic development, environment preservation, societal innovation and governance principles. Inclusion of the idea of a “solution” in the concept explicitly recognizes that people agree that there must be a “problem that needs to be solved”. A key feature of Nature-based Solutions is that they offer multiple benefits and simultaneously address multiple societal challenges. Urban climate buffers (e.g. stretches of natural vegetation in an urban context to increase flood prevention), for example, show how nature can offer solutions to multiple societal challenges: the creation of such climate buffers supports green employment for development, implementation and maintenance and at the same time offers an attractive environment for company locations; they reduce negative local impacts of a changing climate by giving space for excess rainwater to infiltrate into the soil or by reducing heat island effects; if large enough they allow for urban green spaces and local communities to more easily recover from heat waves or other extreme events; and they support local biodiversity. Although different stakeholders view Nature-based Solutions from different perspectives, it seems that Nature-based Solutions have the potential to transform environmental and societal challenges into innovation opportunities, i.e. by turning natural capital into a source for green growth and sustainable development. Nature-based Solutions are thus seen as sustainable measures that simultaneously meet environmental, societal and economic objectives, which should help maintain and enhance natural capital. However, the actual potential of Nature-based Solutions still has to be fully demonstrated. In any case, Nature-based Solutions could play an important role in providing incentives for governments, institutions, business and citizens to develop innovative ways to integrate natural capital in policies and planning, and to maintain or increase biodiversity and human well-being. More generally, Nature-based Solutions already constitute a significant component of indicators offered by States following the 2015 Paris climate agreement.

Despite the benefits of this new concept, innovation with nature and marketable Nature-based Solutions uptake strongly depend on a solid knowledge base, and engagement of relevant networks and stakeholder groups from policy, business and practice. Much knowledge and practical experience already exists and many Nature-based Solutions are known or have been developed; yet, they often remain highly under-deployed, with the dominant technocratic paradigms and technical solutions mostly being considered as the only options for tackling societal challenges. Scientists, policy makers, practitioners and other stakeholders need to join forces in order to support the needed
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systemic transition to a sustainable future in which economic, social and environmental needs are in balance.

Documenting and analysing the possible synergies and trade-offs between multiple ecosystem services and between multiple stakeholders’ views, and between ecosystem services and biodiversity, will be at the heart of the identification and implementation of Nature-based Solutions. In addition, stakeholders and policy makers must remain aware of the complexities and uncertainties that surround Nature-based Solutions. Assessing the risks associated with a given Nature-based solution should be compulsory and alternative solutions should be envisaged, looking at the potential impacts through time and space, and accounting for future environmental changes. Otherwise, Nature-based Solutions could generate problems instead of solutions (e.g., species introduced for pest control can become invasive, if corresponding controls are lacking). Finally, the way the concept will be defined, used to promote research and innovation, and put into practice, will probably influence research in many domains, and ultimately the sustainability of future social-ecological systems and the fate of biodiversity.

**Knowledge needs**

- **How can Nature-based Solutions offer smart alternatives to technical solutions to tackle major challenges** like restoration of degraded ecosystems, climate change adaptation and mitigation, disaster risk reduction and disaster preparedness, sustainable urbanisation and agriculture, and more generally improved resilience of ecosystems, communities and societies? In particular, there is an increasing need of knowledge to inform the development of Nature-based Solutions for, e.g., enhancing the insurance value of ecosystems, restoring degraded ecosystems and re-naturalizing environments dominated by humans (e.g. cities73), increasing carbon sequestration, and improving the sustainability of the food, fiber or energy production systems. A key issue here is to evaluate the effectiveness of various Nature-based Solutions through science-based assessment of their economic, social and environmental benefits while also addressing the timescale for the delivery of benefits. This requires generating knowledge needed to monitor Nature-based Solutions, evaluate their outcome, assess complexities and uncertainties, and guide risk assessments (including the challenges associated to Nature-based Solutions implying the introduction of species and creation of new ecosystems74). Genericity of knowledge on Nature-based Solutions should go beyond case studies.

- **What role does biodiversity play or may play in Nature-based Solutions?** A better understanding of the relationships between biodiversity, ecosystem functions and ecosystem services (CT2) is required to develop Nature-based Solutions (CT3). Here research should focus more than previously on efficiency and resilience properties of systems. Genetic resources and species and community diversity should be explored as a toolbox for Nature-based Solutions, promoting adaptation and sustainability. Indeed genetic diversity and resources offer a great potential to develop Nature-based Solutions for tackling major societal challenges like climate change regulation and mitigation, and multi-functional and sustainable agriculture and forestry. More generally, the mobilization of the ecological engineering75 community will be key to develop Nature-based Solutions, as natural ecological processes and human interventions are tightly intermingled for many types of Nature-based Solutions.

- **What role can Nature-based Solutions actually play for biodiversity conservation and restoration?** The links between Nature-based Solutions and biodiversity conservation should not always be taken for granted, but should be systematically analysed. Ethical issues linked to the increasing capacity of humans to transform ‘Nature’ should be explored. In addition, research should explore to what extent the reactive “conserve/restore to

solve current problems” approaches should be complemented by more proactive “conserve for future adaptation needs” approaches.

**What are the synergies and trade-offs associated with Nature-based Solutions?** A systemic approach is required when developing research on Nature-based Solutions, accounting for multiple stakeholders’ views and combining the social, economic and environmental perspectives required to prepare a truly sustainable future. This should help identifying Nature-based Solutions that offer maximized synergies, while also analysing the trade-offs inherent to particular Nature-based Solutions.

**Which approaches and governance systems can reinforce the capacity to innovate with Nature-based Solutions, to develop and deploy them on large scales, and to overcome (some) trade-offs?** It is important to analyse the drivers, correlates and incentives that could restrict or conversely help the implementation of proposed Nature-based Solutions. This includes the analysis of supportive policies and policy frameworks and of the political and social resistance to change at relevant levels. Consistency of different policies and approaches for integrated spatial planning and efficient Nature-based Solutions deployment (e.g., integrating Nature-based Solutions and green and blue infrastructures) should be assessed. It will also be needed to identify awareness-raising factors for stakeholders, and explore participatory ways of translating and sharing lessons learned on Nature-based Solutions. However, there is an urgent need for the development of tools in order to achieve “sustainability-by-design”. One of the major problems in generalising Nature-based Solutions is the lack of indicators that would quantify the benefits and the trade-offs. The same indicators can also be used to evaluate the efficiency and the efficacy of Nature-based Solutions.

### Expected socio-economic impacts

This research will support the knowledge base that is required to enable a nature-based transition in Europe. It will provide evidence to stakeholders, decision- and policy-makers, practitioners and public about the multiple benefits, cost-effectiveness and economic viability of Nature-based Solutions to address societal challenges. This will also increase the awareness that economy and nature are not mutually exclusive, in line with the bio-economy view but adopting a complementary, more systemic approach searching for solutions that reinforce the sustainability of European societies and their activity while preserving European biodiversity and natural capital. This will result in better use of available knowledge for informed decision-making, innovative solutions and more effective deployment and market uptake. This will ultimately promote the European leadership on Nature-based Solutions at the international level.
TRANSVERSAL THEME # TT1

Biodiversity and governance
Rationale

As it is increasingly required to tackle ecosystem degradation and biodiversity loss and to develop and deploy Nature-based Solutions, it is becoming urgent to identify governance strategies that successfully address these issues and mitigate the impact of non-sustainable human activities. Although many different governance approaches have been proposed and good practice examples in Europe exist\(^\text{76}\), their effectiveness has rarely been evaluated systematically in term of outcomes, and samples of case studies are often small. This lack of systems analyses, evaluation, and science-based evidence on the effects of different governance strategies has led to polarized debates among conservationists and other stakeholders, wastage of scarce financial resources, and a risk of poorly designed and ineffective programmes in situ.

Governance strategies adopted for nature conservation vary widely, embracing community management as well as centrally controlled, state-run protected areas and private property regimes\(^\text{77}\). The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) encourages devolution of management responsibilities and has drawn attention to the importance of adaptive management (i.e., regular monitoring to enable “learning through doing”) to complement protected-area governance. More particularly, for biodiversity and ecosystem services management, processes in which the perceptions and preferences and knowledge of different stakeholders are coherently combined have proven to have effective impacts to promote collective decision and solution-oriented actions.

Moreover, growing recognition of the often hidden values of ecosystem services now supports CBD’s recommendation to use economic or social instruments to promote effective conservation. Examples include waste-trading schemes, eco-labelling, creation of knowledge networks, and public payment for maintenance of certain ecosystem services, for example through Reduced Emission from Deforestation and environmental Degradation (REDD). However, discussion continues on the relative merits of protective regulation or positive social and economic incentives for conserving biodiversity within and beyond protected areas. Similarly, there is still uncertainty about the potential effectiveness of biodiversity offsetting\(^\text{78}\) (i.e. an approach to compensate for habitats and species lost to development in one area, with the creation, enhancement or restoration of habitat in another - resulting in so-called ‘no net loss’). To address socio-environmental objectives, it is therefore important to consider a range of processes and socio-economic tools within an envelope of institutional capacities, including a potential role for leadership (typically, in the form of providing knowledge on complex issues) that has recently come to the fore. «Leverage points» should be searched where change in approach/intervention is highly likely to affect the end results strongly.

Similarly, applying proper governance approaches will be a prerequisite for successful development and deployment of Nature-based Solutions at relevant scales and for addressing the needs of different categories of stakeholders. For instance, without a coordinated approach at the city scale, firms would only design green buildings in a case-by-case approach with a very uncertain effectiveness at city scale. Actually, such an approach, which largely misses out on the objectives of sustainability, increased biodiversity, and effectiveness at relevant scale (here the city and semi-urban fringe), would not fit the Nature-based Solutions framing\(^\text{79}\). Adopting adequate governance to properly tackle the issue at city scale is thus of paramount importance.

These approaches should help the elaboration of policies aiming at the right balance between nature conservation and socio-economic development (including land management and spatial planning and the development of economic activities), which


is critical in many areas in mainland Europe and in ORs and OCTs, and between biodiversity protection and enhancement (including the application of the ABS framework and rules). Articulating national and European policies, accounting for the local specificities of biodiversity status and development needs, is also needed.

Finally, for governance strategies to be effective, a cross-sectoral and cross-policy approach will be needed, as well as an integrated approach at spatial level. For example, EU integration has been found to be a key driving force for changes and synchronization in the governance of natural resources\(^80\). However, it should be recognized that such a cross-sectoral approach has been already promoted, for instance in the 1980 World Conservation Strategy of IUCN/WWF developed with FAO, as in the 1992 UNCED Agenda 21, but without an excellent record of implementation, which thus requires a critical analysis. In addition, it is more and more acknowledged that full biodiversity governance is unavoidably rooted in the participation of local actors and their problems and knowledge\(^81\).

### Knowledge needs

- **Knowledge needs**

- **Knowledge on and scientific evaluation of the performance of different governance systems in supporting ecosystem services, resource sustainability and biodiversity.** Studies directed at specific regions or natural resources are needed to guide local adaptation strategies, while broader-scale investigations are crucial to plan regional strategies for the use of natural resources. Research should help answer the following questions: Which factors determine governance strategies that foster resilience, sustainable management of biodiversity and an equitable distribution of ecosystem services among social actors? How do local institutional arrangements facilitate awareness raising, social learning and effective management of biodiversity? What are the diversity of interactions between society and ecosystem components and their influence on participation and decision-making? What are the impacts of stakeholder engagement on the efficiency of decision-making for management measures? Especially lessons learnt from failures and less successful cases are relevant in this context.

- **Legislation is one of the instruments used in governance, and environmental policy is to an increasing extent being legalized both through national laws and international agreements, also with regards to biodiversity and ecosystem services. The interplay between national and international development of laws, as between environmental protection and sustainable use of laws and governance systems, should thus be studied more intensely to identify obstacles and opportunities for improved implementation.**

- **Research should seek at developing participatory tools and methods to incorporate short-term interests within long-term frameworks, improve our capacity to cope with uncertainties, and integrate local and scientific knowledge on biodiversity for collective and adaptive decision-making.**

- **Designing and assessing adequate governance systems will be key for the success of Nature-based Solutions to be deployed in Europe. Research is needed on how properly engaging the right actors, recognizing the diversity of institutions (both formal and informal) that could play a role here; and how making Nature-based Solutions sustainable through adequate support by stakeholders and citizens. In particular, urbanization creates new challenges for biodiversity conservation and Nature-based Solutions implementation, and for supportive policy frameworks to mainstream biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions in public authorities. More generally, research should inform the development of policies and governance systems aiming at particular balances between nature protection and socio-economic development (including land management and


the development of economic activities), and ways to avoid compromises and promote synergies between these, which is critical in many areas in Europe and in ORs and OCTs. The search for synergy between biodiversity protection and valuation, including the application of the Access and Benefit-sharing (ABS) framework and rules, is also relevant here. Research should also evaluate ways to better articulate national and European policies, and account for the specificities of biodiversity status and development needs locally. Addressing the relation between global evolutions (e.g. globalization, climate change, financial controls) and local consequences will also be needed as local governance, in many cases, will hardly grasp or respond to global pressures/threats.

**Ecological and social-anthropological sciences, as multi-stakeholder governance, play a key role in the appropriate implementation of offsets as part of the avoidance/mitigation/compensation hierarchy.** The use of the mitigation hierarchy is critical in helping to ensure that unnecessary impacts of development on the environment are avoided. Ecological science can help with the process, helping to establish which impacts might be possible to offset, and whether proposed offsets are technically feasible. Ecological knowledge would particularly be needed on implications of offsetting in particular habitats; use of multipliers; timescale required to restore habitats to functioning ecosystems and ensure no net loss; and how to capture spatial mixes of habitats in biodiversity offset design.

**Expected socio-economic impacts**

Research will help developing empirically justified governance strategies that improve synergies between nature conservation schemes and the management of human-altered environments, and will help proposing options offering different benefits for biodiversity and people. This includes a more coherent spatial planning of sea- and landscapes, accounting for ecological, economic and societal considerations in a global (particularly climate) change context. It will help to identify synergies between global and local values and negotiate trade-offs where the two cannot be reconciled, to distribute the costs and benefits of conservation, and to avoid one-size fits all approaches that neglect local dynamic complexity and heterogeneity. As such, it will provide the knowledge base needed to start investing in building biodiversity assets, by making the economic case and linking biodiversity to agendas that matter (e.g., poverty reduction, social justice, security and climate change). At the local level and in ORs and OCTs, the fewer hierarchical levels of organisation and shorter economic cycles enable innovative governance systems that could accelerate the uptake of results and increase the socio-economic impacts. However this requires significant involvement of local research teams and stakeholders in transdisciplinary research projects to ensure local uptake, capacity building and impact.
TRANSVERSAL THEME # TT2

Non-monetary and monetary valuation of biodiversity and ecosystem goods and services
TRANSVERSAL THEME #TT2: NON-MONETARY AND MONETARY VALUATION OF BIODIVERSITY AND ECOSYSTEM GOODS AND SERVICES

Rationale

The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment gave legitimacy to the concept of ecosystem services, which helps capturing the complex relationships between nature and societies. It generally leads to the idea that associated costs and benefits are insufficiently integrated in public and private decision-making. Critical global policy demand to advance environmental-economic accounting is also expressed in the Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011-2020. For example, Aichi target 2 under this strategic goal commits government to integrate, by 2020, biodiversity values into national and local development and poverty reduction strategies and planning processes, and to incorporate them into national accounting, as appropriate, and reporting systems.

In this context, many experts and stakeholders, from environmental NGOs to private companies and international organisations, have called for the development of monetary valuation of biodiversity and ecosystem services, so that societies can eventually put a price on what they value so highly but protect so poorly.

The initial stage of this valuation process is to conduct a check of the natural capital assets within scope of an analysis. This not only provides the foundation as to what elements of ecosystems (including biodiversity) are to be quantified in utilitarian terms, and more importantly provides a clear identification of the natural assets that are depended upon. When put into economic terms, this illustrates to interested parties their dependency upon these assets and the potential risks that are faced should these natural capital assets become degraded and fail to function.

If they may be part of the solution, such monetary valuations also raise numerous questions in theory and practice. The value of some ecosystem services, such as the provision of food, fuel and fiber, can be quantified, but estimates often reflect single services rather than incorporating all services provided by an ecosystem (but see 83). Moreover, for other services such as mitigation of drought and floods, climate regulation, soil erosion prevention and water filtration, and services provided in the form of recreational, aesthetic or cultural values, it is very difficult to assign a price tag particularly because values vary across national and local boundaries. At least, a “service” is a “service” only when it is used, paid for, etc. Other ecosystem processes and their outcomes, if not explicitly used and payable, are not seen as “services” in the narrow and economic sense of that term.

In the past years, with the increasing importance of natural capital accounting, research on the monetary valuation of living natural resources and also of biodiversity has shown a significant progress, but there is not yet an established framework for valuing biological diversity. The discussion on monetary and non-monetary valuation is currently a hot topic, as also exemplified by the proposed IPBES assessment on diverse conceptualization of values for biodiversity and ecosystem services. There is an urgent need for the research community to collaborate with users to ascertain how existing valuation methods are being applied, how well they are operating, and provide trusted impartial guidance to assist in the selection of the right natural capital assessment and valuation methods based upon user requirements. The research community should improve the rigour of the models used, and thus the resilience (in terms of environmental considerations) of the decisions that result from their application.

Economists value biodiversity because valuation allows for a direct comparison with economic values of alternative options, a corner stone for any cost-benefit analysis exercise. In addition, the monetary

---

valuation of biodiversity allows economists to perform environmental accounting, natural resource assessment, and to carry out benefit assessment. Valuation is also essential in the research of individual consumer behaviour. It indicates the opinion of individual consumers about certain biodiversity management or Nature-based Solutions management objectives and identifies individual consumer motivations with respect to biodiversity conservation or Nature-based Solutions implementation. Despite some flaws in monetary valuation approaches to biodiversity, there is a clear need to continue with developing rigorous valuation tools in order to cope with complicated trade-offs in environmental policy analysis in the context of sustainable development initiatives and emerging policies which take explicitly account of the variety in the earth’s ecosystems.

Non-monetary valuation also has a long tradition in some fields of environmental policy making (e.g., in delineating protected areas), and in the last decade different international initiatives have acknowledged its role in ecosystem services valuation (e.g., the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB) initiative and the IPBES). In spite of the growing policy and scientific interest, the non-monetary valuation of ecosystem services does not yet constitute a formalized methodological field. As such, it often applies coarse and arbitrary indicators and produces results whose accuracy and reliability is hard to judge or difficult to operationalize. To increase the applicability of non-monetary valuation, it is necessary to clarify the boundaries and the terminology of the field, and address considerations with regard to the context-specificity of non-monetary techniques.

Knowledge needs

- **Knowledge base for developing practical and implementable natural capital accounting tools** (e.g., in companies and banking sector; but also in public sector, e.g., policy makers, cities), a framework for valuing changes in biodiversity, as well as applications for ecological compensation. This should guide assessments at a landscape or seascape scale, focusing on developing methods to reflect cumulative impacts and variations in environmental quality, social needs and value preferences. Research should explore the impact (i.e. the effectiveness or added value) that the valuation of ecosystem services has on sustainable development, including the design and effectiveness of avoidance/mitigation/compensation mechanisms that could be applied in the case of new developments.

- **Improving methodologies and tools to capture different values of ecosystem services and biodiversity** and to describe different conceptualizations of value and of the relationship between biodiversity and human well-being. Research is needed to test and compare existing monetary and non-monetary valuation methods. Indicators beyond monetary estimates should be developed as needed and tested, which can give estimates of the value and attitudes of local communities towards biodiversity. It is also needed to study valuation methods for Nature-based Solutions that can help assessing their effectiveness in terms of societal, economic and environmental assets. The focus should be on addressing clear gaps, on practical use of tools, and areas where real value added could be obtained. For instance, knowledge and assessment of co-benefits is currently a gap, and costing and valuation of adaptation benefits is largely lacking.

- **Knowledge on context-specific applicability** (which valuation methods can address which type of biodiversity value).


Expected socio-economic impacts

Research on tools and methodologies for valuation of biodiversity, and biodiversity resources and functions, is instrumental for the development of policies for protection and sustainably management of biodiversity and ecosystem services, and as such, as a contribution to poverty alleviation and to sustainable economy, and for the greater benefit of all life on earth. It will contribute to evaluate the design and effectiveness of available mitigation hierarchy mechanisms and widen their effective application. A sound knowledge base on valuation is also needed to assess and monitor the cost-effectiveness and economic viability of Nature-based Solutions to meet multiple benefits (environmental, social and economic). More specifically, decision-makers face an increased number of tools and approaches, and research can help critically compare these tools and help science-based choices by policy-makers for adapted and contextualised legislation and regulation.
TRANSVERSAL THEME # TT3

Studying biodiversity and ecosystem services based on long term surveys and experiments, re-use of existing data, and development of scenarios.
TRANSVERSAL THEME #TT3: STUDYING BIODIVERSITY AND ECOSYSTEM SERVICES BASED ON LONG TERM SURVEYS AND EXPERIMENTS, RE-USE OF EXISTING DATA, AND DEVELOPMENT OF SCENARIOS

Rationale

During the last decades, it has been increasingly recognized that one should reinforce three complementary capacities for research on biodiversity and ecosystem services.

Research capacity to study the dynamics of biodiversity and ecosystems over the long term based on adequate monitoring and experimental schemes. Understanding biological diversity in terms of processes by which ecosystems and their components function, be it at community, species, population or genetic levels, is critical to informing sustainable use and safeguarding it. Given that biological diversity is dynamic, continually evolving and changing in response to biotic and other environmental pressures and fluctuations, it is necessary to record in time and space (i.e. benchmark) its status and, subsequently, monitor that status in order to identify changes and assess underlying mechanisms. In this context, recording both biodiversity status and a range of variables acting as proximal and distal drivers for biodiversity changes (land use, climate, exploitation levels, governance systems at stake, ...) is of paramount importance. This should be promoted using previous works focusing on this issue87 and on the definition of essential biodiversity variables88.

Research capacity to re-use existing data sets, and information from biological collections, to perform new research and (meta)-analyses on biodiversity, ecosystem services and Nature-based Solutions. To address the major issues societies are currently facing, the biodiversity research community increasingly needs to rely on a broad range of information over large temporal and spatial scales, which often goes beyond the capacity of individual research teams. The huge number of data sets and natural collections generated by previous studies and programmes is often relevant to address these issues, but the information has rarely been put to constructive use and remains dormant. Studies (meta-analyses and syntheses89) based on these existing data sets thus have to be promoted in addition to the classical research projects generating new data through monitoring, experimentation and modelling. This is especially relevant in the context of biodiversity and ecosystem services research, where data produced by these projects are often limited to a specific level of biological organization, and/or limited in space or time. This requires more capacity to rescue, mobilize and exchange biodiversity data through appropriate research infrastructures and programmes. The development of such meta-analyses and syntheses has increased during the last decades at the international level, in particular through the establishment in the USA of the NCEAS90 and NESCent91, followed by the establishment of recent counterparts in European countries as sDiv in Germany and CESAB in France92. This type of research activity can play a key role in promoting the leadership of a regional research community at the international level. In addition, the wealth of biodiversity data that is held by European research organisations has useful applications beyond the realms of pure biodiversity conservation, and efforts need to be made to identify where missed opportunities exist for novel applications of biodiversity data in processes / mechanisms / decision support that can help inform effective decision making. This undertaking will demonstrate widest positive impacts that improved biodiversity knowledge can deliver, and will aid in minimising duplication of research effort,

help ensure that interested parties are not investing in endeavours to collect environmental data that already exists, and provide a pathway to identifying novel collaborative partnerships that may facilitate the leverage of co-funding of biodiversity data gathering; particularly with parties outside the usual sphere of influence that BiodivERsA has traditionally operated within.

**Research capacity to support decision making through the development of scenarios and projections of biodiversity and ecosystem services, human well-being and social equity.** In the context of human-induced global environmental changes (climate, invasive alien species, land-use change) research capacity is also needed for scenario development and modelling matching the needs of particular policy or decision contexts. Main gaps in the methods for modelling the impacts of drivers and policy intervention scenarios on biodiversity and ecosystem services were identified during the IPBES Methodological assessment of scenarios and models of biodiversity and ecosystem services93. Further, the development of tools that can predict and envision future scenarios of nature-human relationships, which explicitly address the impact of drivers of changes in ecosystem services and human well-being are much needed. In contrast to climate change, biodiversity modelling often has so far not achieved the level of maturity necessary to effectively inform policy-making, which creates a barrier to mainstreaming biodiversity in other areas of global concern.

**Knowledge needs**

- **Long term monitoring and experiments:**
  - Participate -with other relevant initiatives- to a coherent strategy at the European level for supporting infrastructures and initiatives that generate datasets on the long term dynamics of biodiversity and ecosystems in response to global change factors. This will require to reinforce existing ones, and improve their use for research. This requires development of monitoring protocols (including Essential Biodiversity Variables94) on temporal and spatial scales relevant to ecological thresholds, also informing local and regional-scale management. This also requires to explore further the use of a range of sites of potential interest, including those of the regional and national parks, Biosphere Reserves, and natural and mixed World Heritage sites in Europe. The potential and drawbacks of big data and new monitoring capacities and their link with more traditional approaches should be further explored;
  - More specifically, better use long-term data series to assess the causality of biodiversity and ecosystem services changes;
  - Develop science-based indicators of biodiversity change, including changes in people's attitude towards biodiversity, and establish biodiversity indicators specific to local contexts and needs. This should include indicators that companies and private business need when assessing impact and dependencies on natural capital and biodiversity;
  - Knowledge base for early warning systems;
  - Reinforce research infrastructures allowing long-term surveys and experimentations on biodiversity and ecosystem services, and data archiving and access. For instance, there is an urgent need for the central and eastern European countries to build up their species and habitat monitoring programmes in cost-effective ways. In addition, more scientific consensus is needed on how to define historical ranges and populations for endangered species, combining diverse data sets (and possibly approaches), and how to define the favourable species composition and structural attributes of the protected habitat types. Adequate biological and ecological information is also necessary to properly plan and assess species reintroductions95.


Synthesis and meta-analysis using existing data:

- Work on the ontology of biodiversity data (prerequisite for syntheses and meta-analyses);
- Promote meta-analyses compiling long-term series of biodiversity data and data on direct and indirect drivers;
- Reinforce research infrastructures allowing better (re)use of existing data (for example open data infrastructures like the Global Biodiversity Information Facility, GBIF, and synthesis centres as sDiv and CESAB).

Improving modelling and the development of scenarios of the impacts of drivers and policy interventions on biodiversity and ecosystem services. In particular, the following issues should be addressed:

- System-level approaches to link direct and indirect drivers, nature, quality of life and nature's benefit to people, by addressing relevant processes and temporal and spatial scales and accounting for feedbacks; this should thus be done by considering demographic, food system, trade, etc. scenarios. Prospective views and sensitivity analyses are needed to assess the effects of possible major changes in, e.g., land occupation, sources of energy and consumer behaviour, on biodiversity and ecosystem services, which will be key to inform policy-making;
- Models explicitly linking ecosystem services and benefits to people. For instance, it is required to develop models and scenarios for optimizing extraction from multiple trophic levels, e.g., for developing more sustainable fisheries;
- Models anticipating and providing early warning of ecological breakpoints and regime shift. For instance, research should help answering when do climatic and socio-economic factors combine to amplify the impacts of climate extremes and induce cascading harm on biodiversity and ecosystems, and are there ‘tipping points’ at which social or natural systems might fail to recover from shocks;
- Historical ecology as an important approach to understand current biodiversity patterns to the light of past drivers and to inform possible future trajectories;
- Participatory model and scenario building at larger scales for usefulness, accuracy and adhesion. For instance, participatory appraisal tools could help identifying various uncertainty factors (e.g. technology, land-use option, user practices, etc.) that lead to specific impacts on biodiversity;
- Participatory model and scenario building in which multiple stakeholders explore the impact of different drivers of change in the contributions of ecosystem services to human wellbeing and social equity. To foster the dialogue among different social actors (including researchers) with complementary knowledge systems in participatory scenario planning can enrich governance of biodiversity and ecosystem services by fostering creativity and social innovation96;
- Practical and effective approaches to evaluating uncertainty associated with models and scenarios, e.g., using model-data and model-model comparisons. This should also include how the research community can communicate about uncertainty towards policy-makers and a wider audience.

Expected socio-economic impacts

With rising awareness of global environmental changes, reinforced monitoring of biodiversity and ecosystem services, meta-analyses based on existing data, and development of scenarios will help (i) understanding the role and impact of drivers and causes of biodiversity change; (ii) analysing processes and mechanisms of change; and (iii) laying the foundation for modelling and ‘predicting’ future changes, which will subsequently inform management and policy options. This should guide local adaptation and management strategies for, e.g., urbanization or agriculture, and should help identify ecological thresholds to, e.g., extractive activities. Together, these measures will help to safeguard the future conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity in mainland Europe, ORs and OCTs.
4. STEPS TOWARD AN IMPLEMENTATION PLAN BUILDING ON THE SRIA
4. STEPS TOWARD AN IMPLEMENTATION PLAN BUILDING ON THE SRIA

Based on this SRIA, BiodivERsA partners will develop an implementation plan (the first one will cover the 2017-2019 period). The objectives of the implementation plan will be to:

i. Identity the range of activities that may be used to promote joint programming and support of research on biodiversity, ecosystem services and Nature-based Solutions across Europe. This will imply the use of a broad range of alignment activities (Table 3). The implementation plan will prioritize these activities.

ii. Identity and hierarchize topics to be targeted by these activities, in particular, topics for joint calls, but also for mobility schemes, etc…, while expliciting their European added value.

iii. Detail which activities may benefit from collaboration with other European or international initiatives. The complementarity between the BiodivERsA activities (and selected topics) and activities/topics directly supported by the EC through H2020 will be presented.

iv. Establish a time line, over 2 years, for the implementation of these activities.

v. Present clear objectives and associated indicators for assessing the success of the accomplishment of the implementation plan (see section 5).

The implementation plan will then be updated every 2 years.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint foresight activities</td>
<td>Agreement on common priority topics</td>
<td>Analysis of foresight views of BiodivERsA partners</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint mapping activities</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Mapping of the funding research landscape &amp; mapping of European and international priorities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common strategic research priorities</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Shared SRIA</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoption of a common strategic implementation plan</td>
<td>Common priority topics for a joint call</td>
<td>Common rolling agenda for topics to be selected for joint calls</td>
<td>Implementation plan for joint activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct of joint stakeholder consultations</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Broad consultation process of stakeholders, scientists and policy-makers on the SRIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation with JPIs &amp; other European initiatives to better address cross-sectoral issues</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Cooperation with FACCE-JPI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International cooperation to promote a research open to the world; cooperation with neighbouring ACP countries</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Joint mapping exercise for ERA-LAC collaboration with ALCUE-Net; collaboration with the Belmont Forum; link between BiodivERsA and NetBiome; promotion of ORs and OCTs as an active frontier of Europe for international cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronisation of national calls for research proposals</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>First national program alignment planned in 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation of joint transnational calls for research proposals</td>
<td>1 joint call implemented (23.1 M€)</td>
<td>4 joint calls implemented (total 59.3 M€)</td>
<td>1 Co-fund call in 2015-16 (52 M€); several additional calls planned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint calls between different European and international initiatives</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1 call with FACCE-JPI (2013-2014)</td>
<td>Joint co-fund call with the Belmont Forum planned in 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion of networks of researchers on a thematic area of research and (bioclimatic) regions</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Promotion of researchers networks on specific topics though ad-hoc meetings (kick-off meeting of funded projects; clustering workshops, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involvement of stakeholders in research activities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Promotion of stakeholder engagement in research; production of tools to help them doing so (e.g. BiodivERsA Stakeholder Engagement Handbook)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research evaluation and reporting</td>
<td>Alignment of evaluation frameworks (common monitoring and evaluation)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Common rules and criteria for single evaluation process of BiodivERsA joint call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonised and standardised reporting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Common reporting of BiodivERsA funded projects (unique template for the reporting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training and capacity building of researchers</td>
<td>Joint training of young researchers</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joint training of researchers to increase their mobility and network</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training activities and capacity building for researchers and stakeholders to increase research impact and their competitiveness</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared use of existing national research infrastructures</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>First mapping of research infrastructures</td>
<td>Portal presenting existing infrastructures, and framework to promote the use of RIs in funded projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open access to national scientific research data</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Development of a strategy for sharing data generated by BiodivERsA funded projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinated dissemination of scientific results</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Production of policy briefs</td>
<td>Joint promotion of research projects’ outputs (through policy briefs, syntheses for PBES, etc.); collaboration with EKLIPSE and OPPLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion of the innovation potential of research</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Business@biodiversity events; link with KIITOs; engagement in the multi-stakeholder dialogue platform on Nature-based Solutions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. EVALUATION AND MONITORING OF ACTIVITIES AND IMPACT
The progress of BiodivERsA towards reaching its strategic objectives will be surveyed by the BiodivERsA partners, the BiodivERsA Advisory Board and the European commission, in order to implement the necessary adjustments to our activities and to the SRIA itself. The BiodivERsA outputs, as well as short and longer-term impacts, will be assessed using a set of indicators embedded in the following framework:

**Type A indicators of the performance of the BiodivERsA network (table 4a)**

i.e. indicators to assess the following: BiodivERsA objectives ► BiodivERsA Activities ► Expected outcomes

**Type B indicators of performance of BiodivERsA-funded research projects (table 4b)**

i.e. indicators to assess the following: Objectives of BiodivERsA-funded projects ► Projects’ Activities ► Expected outcomes

Type A and type B indicators will be reported to the BiodivERsA partners, the Advisory Board and possibly the European Commission on a regular basis (typically every 2 years) in the form of a balanced scorecard. Tables 4a and 4b present the type A and type B quantitative indicators respectively. In addition, BiodivERsA will implement a number of qualitative indicators for both types. An example of type A qualitative indicators could result from the survey of national and European perceptions of the impact of the BiodivERsA collaboration, targeting relevant players (including other European initiatives, BiodivERsA national partners, relevant DGs from the EC) or from the survey of perceptions of national research communities on the type of research promoted by BiodivERsA, linking scientific excellence and inter/trans-disciplinarity and the engagement of societal stakeholders in research projects. An example of type B qualitative indicators could result from the survey perceptions of stakeholders on their involvement in projects or the uptake and use of knowledge and technology developed under BiodivERsA projects. Another type of qualitative indicators to be implemented by BiodivERsA, encompassing type A and type B indicators, would be the production of “impact case-studies” relating successful examples of how BiodivERsA’s activities or funded research project’s outcomes have resulted into wider socio-economic or political impacts and changes.

The BiodivERsA implementation plans will take the evaluation results into account, as well as the BiodivERsA SRIA itself to ensure it operates in support of BiodivERsA goals and reaches the intended impacts and outcomes.

---

97. Adapted from various sources including the Logical Framework Approach of the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID); approaches presented in ERA-LEARN 2 Deliverable D4.3 “Monitoring and Assessment Framework for P2P Activities; and impact assessment frameworks” presented by JPI ERMP and JPND during the ERA-LEARN 2020 Workshop on P2P evaluation and impact assessment.
Table 4a: Type A indicators of the performance of BiodivERsA. Note that quantitative indicators, although needed, will not be sufficient, and BiodivERsA will also focus on how results are used (e.g. the number of policy briefs may be less relevant than their impact).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core objectives</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Expected outcomes</th>
<th>Examples of quantitative indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Generate relevant knowledge to better preserve, restore and manage biodiversity and to develop and deploy innovative Nature-based Solutions tackling key societal challenges and improving human well being | Foresight and identification of research priorities | BiodivERsA identifies emerging research priorities and acknowledges these in its activities | • Number of topics jointly identified and used to support knowledge generation  
• Reports analysing research agendas and synthesising common priorities |
| | Funding in support of research projects through the launch of recurrent joint calls | BiodivERsA offers a recurrent and well-identified funding source for pan-European research on biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions | • Number of joint calls launched  
• Volume of funding (from national/local organisations and from European Commission)  
• Number of projects and research teams funded, and level of trans-national collaboration |
| | Funding in support of research projects through alignment of national programmes | BiodivERsA helps coordinate national programmes supporting research on biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions | • Share of total European investment in biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions coordinated with the help of BiodivERsA |
| Reduce the fragmentation in knowledge generation for the development of new paths for biodiversity conservation and Nature-based Solutions across Europe | Enlarge geographical scope of cooperation | BiodivERsA reaches a critical mass to coordinate research on biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions across Europe | • Number of countries, regions and OR/OCTs involved in the consortium  
• Number of participating countries, regions and OR/OCTs participating in joint calls |
| | Share information and practices among BiodivERsA partners, build capacities | Information and best practices are known and accessible to BiodivERsA partners | • Number of projects / programmes / countries in the BiodivERsA database  
• Number of countries involved in Staff Exchange Schemes  
• Shared rules and procedures, incl. evaluation procedures and joint monitoring of projects |
| | Analyse the research landscape | BiodivERsA provides a complete view on European biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions research | • Number of reports analysing the research landscape (e.g. funding, type of research, collaborations, research infrastructures)  
• Portal for improved access to European and national research infrastructures |
| | Share priorities in support of joint programming | BiodivERsA partners share a common vision on how to support biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions research | • Common SRIA produced and updated as needed  
• Implementation plan produced and updated as needed |
| | Align research programmes within and between countries | BiodivERsA identifies successful approaches to the alignment of national programmes | • Number of national mirror groups set up  
• Number of programme alignment implemented |
| | Engage with other European initiatives working on or with links to biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions | Research programming and funding on biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions is addressed in a concerted manner with relevant European initiatives | • Initiatives engaged (JPIs, FP7&H2020 projects and CSAs, etc.)  
• Number of joint activities (including joint calls) with other European initiatives (e.g. JPIs, OPPLA, EKLIPSE, etc.) |
<p>| | Increase the sustainability of the structure | BiodivERsA is supported by Member States, Associated and Candidate Countries through (a) perennial tool(s) | • Support through European tool(s) beyond the COFUND scheme |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core objectives</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Expected outcomes</th>
<th>Examples of quantitative indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Promote an efficient liaison between science &amp; society/policy, and research &amp; innovation, throughout the whole research process</td>
<td>Implementation of the stakeholder model of research (trans-disciplinary approach)</td>
<td>BiodivERsA promote the engagement of relevant stakeholders throughout the whole research process, and provides the knowledge basis needed by stakeholders</td>
<td>• Number of consultations of the Advisory Board, and inputs taken up by BiodivERsA • Number and range of stakeholders consulted on SRIA and implementation plan • Number and range of stakeholders involved in foresight and dissemination workshops • Number and range of stakeholders involved in the selection of research projects • Number of tools developed to support stakeholder engagement • Assessment of the uptake of BiodivERsA and funded projects’ outputs by stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop links between research and innovation/business</td>
<td>BiodivERsA supports the transfer of knowledge and technologies developed in research projects it funds to support a sustainable economic development in Europe</td>
<td>• Number of implemented science-business mobility schemes • Number of workshops dedicated to science-business interactions and knowledge transfer • Number of technology transfers in funded projects; number of businesses spinning off/benefiting from funded project results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Promote the efficiency of science-society and research-innovation liaison</td>
<td>BiodivERsA contributes to the transfer of knowledge and technology from research to society</td>
<td>• Number of policy briefs produced and disseminated • Number of stakeholder and policy-maker intended outputs by research projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase the profile of European science and innovation on biodiversity and Nature based solutions</td>
<td>Build capacities</td>
<td>Early career researchers have opportunities to build European collaborations and link their research to societal needs</td>
<td>• Number of early career researcher schemes implemented • Number of early career research positions in funded projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop links with international initiatives promoting and programming research</td>
<td>European research is coordinated and valued in international research frameworks through BiodivERsA</td>
<td>• Number of joint activities implemented (including joint calls)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Develop links with the IPBES</td>
<td>Research supported by BiodivERsA is coordinated with and feeds into international research efforts on biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions</td>
<td>• Volume of knowledge obtained by BiodivERsA-funded projects synthesised and feeding into IPBES assessments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4b: Type B indicators of the performance of BiodivERsA-funded projects. Note that quantitative indicators will not be sufficient, and BiodivERsA will also focus on how projects’ results are used. In particular success stories could be identified and publicized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of outcome</th>
<th>Expected outcomes</th>
<th>Expected of quantitative indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Academic                        | Generation of new knowledge advancing scientific concepts and knowledge           | • Number of publications in peer-reviewed journals  
• Number of publications in top-generalist journals  
• Range and average impact factors  
• Number and range of publications in non-natural sciences peer reviewed journals  |
|                                 | Exploit complementarities between different national research communities          | • Average number of countries involved in projects  
• Number of joint publications across countries, and countries involved  
• Funded projects publishing in both natural and social sciences journals |
| Societal                         | Engagement of non-academic stakeholders and building of evidence-based decision-making | • Number of projects using tools to support stakeholder engagement (e.g. Stakeholder Engagement Handbook)  
• Number and range of stakeholders involved in projects  
• Timing of engagement of stakeholders, roles, and methods used  
• Intensity and sustainability of stakeholders’ engagement in projects  
• Number of publications in practitioners- and applied sciences journals  
• Number of products intended for stakeholders |
|                                 | Transfer of knowledge and technology to non-academic stakeholders                  | • Number of projects engaging with businesses and knowledge and technology transfer organisations  
• Number of patents and spin-off companies resulting from projects  
• Number of policy briefs/options produced by projects  
• Number of other stakeholder-intended products produced  
• Number of stakeholder-intended workshops and meetings organised  
• Number of interventions in non-academic events |

In particular, it is needed to evaluate the impact of stakeholder engagement, promoted by BiodivERsA, on the academic quality of the research as well as on the environmental and socio-economic research impacts. An innovative methodology has already been developed by BiodivERsA to jointly assess the academic and non-academic outcomes of funded research projects. Efforts will be made to test and future-proof the ‘expected’ socio-economic impact expectations set out in the present SRIA, by monitoring –as far as possible– user uptake of research outcomes in decision support, and the benefits, which they may realise.

In addition, the level of access of data and material associated to the funded projects will have to be evaluated. BiodivERsA will also have to demonstrate how it helps researchers to comply with laws, rules and approaches associated to the ABS protocol (including specificities for some OCTs).

---

6. SYNTHESIS: THE ROLE AND ADDED-VALUE OF BIODIVERSA FOR BUILDING THE EUROPEAN RESEARCH AREA ON BIODIVERSITY, ECOSYSTEM SERVICES AND NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS
Through joint programming of research, BiodivERsA will play a key role for the generation of knowledge informing how nature can be part of the solution for a sustainable future in Europe

Given that the global population now consumes the production of 1.6 planets per year, it is increasingly recognized that humans should use the multiple services provided by nature sustainably and within limits for the future. At the same time, action is still needed to protect nature, while also explicitly defining the role of nature protection and sustainable management. Actually, more and more stakeholders and policy makers in Europe see nature as being part of the solution for a sustainable future (i.e. using resources in a sustainable way, decreasing substantially greenhouse gas emission and pollutant production, while offering numerous jobs of high quality and improving human well-being). This is calling for an ambitious plan to reinforce and develop Nature-based Solutions and deploy them at large scale to tackle a range of major societal challenges, while improving the efficiency of biodiversity protection efforts.

Solid policies to reach such ambitious plans will have to rely on a solid knowledge basis that continues to evolve and grow, and the European Research Area should play a key role here. In this context, BiodivERsA will further develop its capacity to promote joint programming on biodiversity, ecosystem services and Nature-based Solutions, across borders and disciplines/sectors. BiodivERsA will enlarge for better geographical coverage of European countries and territories (both mainland and overseas) and increased international cooperation, and diversify its activities (shared strategy, joint calls, program alignment activities, young scientist schemes, mobility schemes, etc.) for promoting a fully efficient joint programming approach. BiodivERsA will also seek for further support from Member States and EC through a tool fully adequate to its current and future ambitions. By doing so, BiodivERsA will further promote research (i) to gain a better understanding of the dynamics of biodiversity and ecosystem services under global change and how we can protect and manage them sustainably, and (ii) to reinforce knowledge and tools on the value and valuation of biodiversity and ecosystem services, as this is a prerequisite to propose options for policy and action. The research promoted by BiodivERsA will also (iii) guide the development of a sound package of indicators to account for biodiversity as a natural heritage and natural capital, and evaluate the actual success of policy instruments and governance systems aiming to reinforce sustainability and improved biodiversity status, and (iv) enhance the knowledge basis for developing and assessing Nature-based Solutions and their ability to tackle major societal challenges while improving the sustainability of European societies and territories - both mainland and overseas.

BiodivERsA will reinforce its impact and added value within the European Research Area

Since its creation, BiodivERsA has thrived to avoid the common dichotomy between the so-called fundamental or pure research and the applied research, linked to the also common linear model of research. Recognizing that it is needed to support fundamental research through devoted programmes, the role of BiodivERsA is actually to program and support a hybrid type of research, bridging the gap between fundamental research to solution-oriented research, while promoting stakeholder engagement throughout the whole research process as well as transfer and support to innovation. As the evaluation of BiodivERsA-funded research demonstrates the success of the approach for excellence in terms of both academic and non-academic productions, BiodivERsA will further reinforce this type of approach.
joint programming. This is particularly relevant to BiodivERsA’s focus on biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions, which calls for the generation of new knowledge at the scientific forefront as well as the integration of different types of research and effective capacity of research to help tackling pressing societal challenges.

BiodivERsA will reinforce its added value within the European Research Area by:

• **Promoting and supporting medium-sized research projects** (typically 1 to 1.5 million euros per project) that gather pan-European consortia (typically 5 to 8 teams from 3 to 6 countries, representing different disciplines as needed) and promote at the same time academic excellence, stakeholder engagement and research capacity to support practice and expand the scope of choice available to decision-makers. This complements the ERC scheme that is an individual- and academic excellence-focused scheme, and the H2020 work programme that is focused on innovation and is able to support very large projects and demonstrators.

• **Bridging the gap between biodiversity research and Nature-based Solutions research.** Because we have to explore how nature can be part of the solution for the future in Europe, one cannot promote research on biodiversity and ecosystem services and research on Nature-based Solutions in a totally independent manner. BiodivERsA will thus promote at the same time strong research on biodiversity and ecosystem services (in its widest acceptance) that will help make a difference for developing and deploying Nature-based Solutions through systemic approaches, and a solid research on Nature-based Solutions that will help tackling pressing societal issues while also offering new options to improve the status of biodiversity and the natural capital in Europe. This approach will avoid sustainability research becoming simply tied in the straitjacket of utilitarianism, while maximizing the mobilization of a broad range of research forces and stakeholders on Nature-based Solutions.

• **Engaging with relevant JPIs to properly tackle cross-sectoral issues** (see Table 1). The success of the pioneer joint call between BiodivERsA and FACCE-JPI has paved the way to a reinforced cooperation with relevant JPIs. In addition, BiodivERsA will engage as needed with other European initiatives like EKLIPSE and OPPLA for maximizing knowledge transfer to stakeholders and policy makers, and Think Nature, the multi-stakeholder dialogue platform on Nature-based Solutions for strengthening the link between knowledge generation and innovation on Nature-based Solutions. BiodivERsA will also promote complementarities with the H2020 work programme and its ability to support ambitious projects and implement large-scale demonstrators. Links with other schemes like the Research Fellowship Programme ‘Marie Skłodowska-Curie actions’ will also have to be explored. All these collaborations will underpin the emergence of a strong and consistent ERA on biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions, efficiently providing the relevant new knowledge that we need to better protect biodiversity and make it fully part of innovative solutions for a sustainable future in Europe.

Accordingly, BiodivERsA will promote interactions with different DGs of the European Commission. For years, BiodivERsA has developed regular and important interactions with DG R&I, both directly (Unit ‘Sustainable Management of Natural Resources’) and more recently in the broader context of Societal Challenge 5 (SC5). BiodivERsA has increasingly important interactions with DG Env, directly (e.g. Biodiversity Unit) and through programmes strongly linked to this DG (LIFE, MAES, EU Business@Biodiversity platform). However, it also appears important to promote links with other relevant DGs like DG AGRI which is directly involved
in the management of Horizon 2020 and in charge of agricultural and rural development research under Societal Challenge 2\textsuperscript{101}. DG Agri made clear that they look for better integration of the scientific communities with an agricultural and the ecological background and seek for complementarities between BiodivERsA activities and the activities/topics funded under Societal Challenge 2. The collaboration and joint perspective with FACCE-JPI and links with the EU genetic resources programme\textsuperscript{102} could be of importance here. Interactions with other DGs are also foreseen, as with DG CLIMA in relation with the increasing collaboration between BiodivERsA and the JPI-Climate.

**BiodivERsA will also further engage with key international initiatives** (Table 2), in particular the Belmont Forum, Future Earth and the IPBES. Promoting the international dimension of BiodivERsA activities will allow raising the profile of European research on biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions at the global level, while better bringing the European perspective within these international initiatives.

**BiodivERsA will help researchers on biodiversity and Nature-based Solutions to act as honest brokers of policy alternatives**

It is increasingly needed that scientists play their role as part of the societal debate on biodiversity protection, and the way we can see nature as the basis for innovative solutions tackling pressing societal challenges. This requires helping research consortia to discuss options and helping the transfer of knowledge obtained from their research results (collaboration with OPPLA\textsuperscript{103} and EKLIPSE\textsuperscript{104} being important here). But this is not sufficient, and BiodivERsA partners seek to shape the research process itself to put the researchers in the best position to play their role of honest brokers of societal and policy alternatives by promoting stakeholder engagement throughout the whole research process. In particular, by integrating scientific knowledge with stakeholder concerns in the form of different possible courses of actions within their scientific projects, researchers can play a key role to open the mind of citizens, stakeholders and policy makers and provide them with an enlarged portfolio of possible options. Europe needs a strong support from its research to make nature an integral part of the sustainable development portfolio, in particular through Nature-based Solutions, and to make sustainable development a solution to the biodiversity crisis: BiodivERsA is committed to actively contribute to this goal.

---

102. See [The preparatory action on genetic resources](http://www.geneticresources.eu/).
104. Knowledge and Learning Mechanism on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services: [www.eklipse-mechanism.eu](http://www.eklipse-mechanism.eu).
Towards better coordination of national and local research programmes within Europe, mainland and overseas, in relation to European programmes to increase the excellence and impact of research on biodiversity, ecosystem services and Nature-based Solutions

BiodivERsA is the European network of programmers and funders of research on biodiversity, ecosystem services and Nature-based Solutions. It gathers 32 agencies and ministries from 21 European countries.

Since its beginning in 2005, BiodivERsA has developed a great array of activities ranging from research mapping and programming to research funding, promotion of stakeholder engagement throughout the whole research process, dissemination of research projects’ outputs and knowledge brokerage.

BiodivERsA aims at strengthening the cooperation between biodiversity research programmers and funders, and identifying and developing shared biodiversity research strategies. A main objective is to further develop a coherent vision of research planning and funding within the European research area on biodiversity and ecosystem services. The ultimate aim is to provide policy makers and other stakeholders with adequate knowledge, tools and practical solutions for addressing issues related to biodiversity and ecosystem degradation and restoration, and developing Nature-based Solutions tackling major societal challenges. This will contribute to sustainable development in Europe, including overseas.
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